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INTRODUCTION

This paper is one of thirteen reports produced by the Botswana Local Institutions Research Project.
The project was a collaborative effort by the
Land Tenure Center and the Applied Research Unit of the Ministry of Local Government and Lands.
Earlier versions of these reports were published in . . Botswana •by the. Ministry, in limited numbers.
LTC is reproducingthern in its
'publication series to ensure the availability of some excellent primary information on Botswana to scholars in the u.s. and elsewhere outside Botswa:na .
.The research project is in three parts.
The results of a localinstitutions inventory are presented in the first five reports.
A later research
phase, focused·. on local institutions· and resource management, is represented
by the next six reports.
Finally/there are. two summary reports, directed to
policy-makers.
LTC wishes to express its appreciation, first, to the Project Coordinator,
Louise Fortmann.
Vast amounts of her thought and energy have. gone into this
project, and in retrospect, we feel that few others could have made Bomuch of
this .researchopportunity. Second, LTC < is grateful to the members of the research team, the authors . of these reports. Their exceptional .• commitment to the
research shows.in the project.
LTC wishes to thank the Ministry of Local Government and Lands, • and particularly the staff of the Ministry I s Applied .Research Unit.
LTC is grateful
to the three Permanent Secretaries during whose tenure •the research ·was ·.·carried
out: B.K.Temane, Sam Mpuchane, and Peter Molosi.
We are particularlyappreciativeof the efforts of two successive heads of the ARU.
Dr. Stephen Turner,
who was Head of the Unit at the inception of the. project and throughout most
of the field research, played a major role in the planning of the project. Ms.
Nomtuse.~1bere, the current Head, saw the project to completion and through the
all-important review and policy-discussion stages.
Their support and encouragementwasunstinting.

Finally, the. research was funded by AID/Gaborone through its Rural .Sector
Grant. The project would, of course, not have been possible·without.thisfunding, but it. also benefited greatly· from the active interest and involvement of
John Pielemeier, Project Officer during the formative stages of .the .·project,
and his successor, Laurier t~aillioux.

John W. ·Bruce
Africa Program Coordinator
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

You do not achieve development by forcing people
indirections they do not··.. want to go for· reasons
they do not understand.
[Sir Seretse Khama, Botswana Democratic Party
(1969: 11)··.]

Most institutions in villages and other small
settlements are vitally -important in the promotion of development and productive activities,
and their role as a forum .of Consultation on
those issues can not be over-emphasised.
[Government Paper no. 1 of 1981, "Local Government Structure in Botswana u. ]

In November 1980 the Rural Development Council recommended the establishment of Communal First Development Areas (CFDAs).
It was felt that while the
government had been successful in establishing social infrastructure and social
services in the communal areas, as a whole these areasstilllaggedbehind in
terms of self-sustaining development.
The lack of productive employment and
investment opportunities was of particular concern. The core of the CFDA program was to intensify development efforts in the communal areas by focusing
existing resources on a single area within each district; the CFDA.
Part of the intended strategy was to involve local institutions (that is,
the kgotla; the chieftainship; the ward system; the VDC, PTA, and other organizations) as much as possible in the planning and implementation of -dev~lop
ment efforts. However, the knowledge about such institutions was insufficient
to allow policy implementation to proceed. For this reason, the Rural Develop'"
ment Unit, Ministry of Finance and Development Planning, requested the Applied
Research Unit to undertake research, in response to district request, on local
institutions as a support service forCFDAimplementation. In response to this
critical national policY' concern, "Research on the Role and Strengthening of
Local Institutions in ConununalAreasResourceManagement and _Land Use Planning"
thereafter referred to as the Local Institutions Research project) was established.
In response to district request, research was undertaken in 34 villages or land areas located in 7 districts, as detai~ed in Table 1.
This report provides a summary of the findings of the Local Institutions
Research Project and a review of the findings of related research.
It is not
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TABLE 1

Local Institutions Survey Sites

DISTRICT

VILLAGE

DATE OF RESEARCH

Southern

Cwaanyaneng
Kgoro
Ma10kaganyane
Mokgomane
Phitsane-Mo1opo

May-August 1981

Kgatleng

Bokaa
Mathubudukwane
Qadi
Sikwane

May-August 1981

Central

Kgagodi
Maape
Moshopa
Sajwe Lands
Kedia
Khumo
Mopipi

May-August 1981
December 1981

May-August 1982

Kweneng

Seribotsane Lands
Mannoko Lands

October 1982 -August 1983

Northeast

Jackalasi II
Matsiloje
Siviya
Themashanga
Tshesebe

December 1981
May-August 1982

Ghanzi

West Hanahai
Xade
Bere
Kagcae

December 1981· - February 1982

Ngamiland

Etsha 1
Etsha 6
Etsha 13
Gomare

March-June 1982

Habu
Nokaneng

Tubu

3

a complete literature review, since much of the literature is repetitive and/or
of poor quality. A few sources that are not cited in the text are nonetheless
listed in the bibliography for the convenience of the interested reader.
The
ethnographic present (1983) is used throughout the report.
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of the issues involved in the participation.of local institutions in communal area development
in Botswana.
It prpvides a picture of what local institutions have been, what
they are now, and what they might .become.
More detailed findings on specific
villages can be found in the individual district reports. Many of the comments
in this report reflect the insights of the authors of those reports.
Some of the research findings w,ere formally submitted to the Government
of Botswana as policy recommendations.
Recommendations on extension were apPloved by the Rural Development Council and referred to the . Rural Extension
Coordinating Committee (RECC) for implementation.
A second set of recommendations, submitted by the Ministry of Local Government and Lands to the Rural
Development Council, was subsequently adopted. These recommendations are identified in the text by the initials (RECCorMLGL) affixed after the recommendation.
The involvement of local institutions is considered here in terms of
the five aspects of rural development effort in which they might potentially
be involved:
1) Problem identifica1;ion.
This involves
ments to development and difficulties
include such- factors as sick children,
yields, or grazing shortages, to mention
2)

the determination of impedito be resolved.
These might
water availability, low crop
only a few.

Identification of interventions.
Any problem can be approached in
a number of different ways.
Shortage of grazing might be remedied by
decreasing demand (e.g., through de-stocking) or by increasing supply
(taking the livestock to new gra,zing,bringing the forage to them, or
creating additional grazing through improved pasture management).

3) Deciding what to do.

One or more approach needs to .be chosen and the
specifics~ implementation carefully worked out--who must do what ,
when, how, at what cost.

4) Implementation.

This may involve spreading information,
labor and funds, constructing infrastructure, and so on.

mobilizing

5) Evaluation.

As a project is being implemented, it is necessary to
determine whether it is meeting . its objectives, whether the resources
committed are sufficient , whether there are detrimental side effects,
and so on.

The state of loc'a! institutions varies considerably from place to place •
Functions
An institution that is weak in one place may be strong elsewhere.
that are undertaken by the VDC in one village may be performed by the PTA in
another and by the FarmersCommit.tee in yet. another. Closely knit communities
operate differently from those split by factions •
Detailed descriptions of
specific communities are provided in the individual district reports.
But
these will become less accurate with time.
The observations in this and the

4

other reports can be used to guide policy and action to involve local institutions in rural development. But this broad understanding must be complemented
by detailed knowledge and understanding of the particular community where the
policy is being implemented at a given time.
Specific actions in a specific
village or lands area must be based on a careful, analysis of the state of
the institutions in that place. The inconvenience of being unable to act uniformly ,across-the-board, will be more than amply repaid by the effectiveness
of actions based on such an approach.
For the purposes of this report, local institutions have been divided
into three categories: traditional institutions, that is, those institutions
stemming from tribal authority and organization that existed prior to independence; Village Development Committees; and other modern institutions, that is,
organizations other than the VDC, most of which have been formed since independence. The research findings showed clearly that government involvement is
~
one of the major factors affecting the performance of local institutions.
For
this reason, government involvement is considered separately.
Finally, some
special issues--self-help, the role of women, the role of migrants, and resource management--are considered.

Chapter ·2

TRADITIONAL INSTITUTIONS

• • • in other words the system of Tribal Government is fundamentally a social system of Government.
It has rightly been described as an unbroken chain of responsibility extending from
the Chief to the Headmanof,the Ward, from the
ward headman to· the lineage group .headman and on
to the individual. Noone lives· for himself but
all live for the welfare of their community.
[Tshekedi 'Khama1935?:S,423/14].

By and large, traditional institutions are the best known and best understood local-level institutions.
The kgotla l
is, among other things, a
place visible to villagers in their daily lives • The chieftainship is part of
well-known history and is generally associated with one person for reasonable
long periods of time.
Even the ward system is tangible to the extent that it
is associated with known localities.
Although their roles are changing, all
of these. institutions function· ~o a greater or lesser degree inmost villages.

Since the history of Botswana is filled with accounts of tribal schisms
and other manifestations of unhappiness with tribal leadership, it is unlikely
that there was ever a continuous Golden Age of traditional authority. Tshekedi
Khama I s description, however, refers to an ideas still held by many when they
speak of traditional institutions. This chapter briefly traces some historical
changes in these institutions and examines their present-day roles.
The most· prolific writer on the subject of traditional institutions is
Isaac Schapera.
His work is not cited here in full for two reasons.
First,
the length of the report would be doubled.
Second, his reports describe institutions as they were 40 or 50 years ago.
So when these descriptions are
useful for identifying the beginning of a trend still observable today, they
are cited.
otherwise, the reader is referred to Schapera for her/his own
edification.

1. Thekgotla (the word .refers both to the institution itself and to the
place where its meetings are held) is similar to a New England town meeting.
Traditionally, village matters were discussed in the kgotla by the adult men
of the village and a decision was reached by consensus.
The chief or headman

5
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Chiefs and Headmen 2
Chieftainship is the power in a community which keeps it together
against internal and external problems.
This power is represented by
the chief who is the leader of the people.
-Smith Mosesane, in Kiyaga-~lulindwa 1980:71.
The chief is like an empty chair; and the important thing about
• or you can move it
an empty chair is that you can sit on it
outside.
-Old man, quoted in Comaroff 1973:480.
Kgosike
people) •

Kgosi

ka

batho

(The

chief

is

chief

by

the

grace

of

the

-Tswana proverb.
While chiefs in the precolonial period had considerable power in theory,
such powers were in fact circumscribed by their lack of anything more than a
purely ad hoc administrative staff (Gunderson 1971: 76)' and by the people's
ability to resist them by circumspect reproach (see Comaroff1975, or Kooijman
1978: 6) or passive noncooperation, or by moving away, or occasionally by more
active methods such as assassination.
Hence, the saying, "The chief is chief
by the grace o~ the people."
In one sense the colonial era strengthened the hands of the chiefs by
placing behind them theadrninistrative staff and' power of the colonial administration.
Chiefs Bathoen I and Seepapitso of the BaNgwaketse ordered whole
age regiments to work in the mines of South Africa (Schapera 1947 :153-54),
actions justified on the basis of the need to pay colonial hut tax.
Schapera
noted that contact with Europeans had tended to enhance the chief's importance
as spokesman and representative of the tribe (ibid.:7).
The chiefs became a part of the colonial administrative strategy rather
than independent rulers and were expected to collect taxes and implement other

could use the regiments (organizations of men or women of the same age group)
as his executive arm to undertake 'the necessary actions such as, for example,
building a road or repairing a dam.
Today, both men and women may attend kgotla meetings.
Disputes are
arbitrated in the kgotla, village matters are discussed, members' of commit~
tees--including the Village Development Committee--are elected in kgotla
meetings, and it is the most frequent channel of communication between the
village and outside officials.
2 • Much of the historical data presented here refer to the so-called
"paramount" chiefs.
The contemporary data refer to the heads of smaller
villages who are interchangeably referred to as chiefs or headmen.
However,
colonialism, for the most part, eroded and circumscribed the powers of the
chiefs.
In places such as Northeast District (then Tati District), the confirmation of Tati Company control over area 'resources broke a vital link
between the chief and his people (Thema 1972:39,Werbner 1969 and 1971).
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colonial policies (Gunderson 1971:135). The Native Administration Proclamation
no. 74 of 1934 required colonial administrative approval of chiefs and allowed'
the colonial administration to remove a chief (Vengroff 1972:121).
The Native
Tribunals Proclamation no. 75 of 1934 allowed the jUdicial decisions of a chief
to be appealed to the District CommissIoner (SGhapera1943:27-28).
Since independence the authority of the chiefs and headmen has been further reduced.
The Matimela Act of 196Bremovedtheir control over matimela
cattle.
(Matimela cattle are strays that have been caught and held for redemption by their owners.)
The Tribal Land Act restricted the role of chiefs
and qeadmen in land allocation to signing a no-objection certificate, and even
then their decisions might not necessarily stand.
(See Gillett 1975:105 for a
more complete list. )
Recent studies have .found the influence and power of the
chief/headman to be subject to a number of factors.
Kuper and Gillett (n.d.:
172,181) found the headmen. subject to the strains of the sometimes conflicting
roles of representing both the government to the people and the people to the
government. They predicted that headmen would evolve into a judge and figurehead.
Kuper (1970: 77) felt that the headman's major source of strength was
that he 3 symbolized the unity of the village community.
Vengroff (1972: 138....
140) found that .chiefswere the best communication link with government and
that ~heir refusal to participate in projects could bring such projects to a
halt by denying them legitimacy.
Kooijmannotedthe high standing the chieftainship still carried (1978:20-22) as manifested by the election of people of
royal blood 'to government office (also noted by Solway 1980: 10 ) and found that
the decline of the chieftainship was' a cause of confusion and bitterness among
older people.
Even among the young, fear of the chief persisted.
Comaroff
(1975:144) found that the chief was expected to seek the advice of his people
so that his decisions would reflect the opinion of the majority of the tribe.
Odell (1982a:ll) found the headman was the best known and'most involved of all
leaders in the village including extension workers, MPs, and councillors.
Werbner (1971) found the headmanship tob~the focus.of intravillage politics.
Wynne (1982 :64) commented, "There is very little chance that a headman will
lose his job primarily because no one else would want it."

•

The Local Institutions Research project findings reveal the somewhat contradictory situation of an institution which, while apparently in decline,
continues to have' considerable effect.
Perhaps the most striking example of
the continuing emotive power of chieftainship was found in a community of
Basarwa, who traditionally area.cephelous.
Many of the people nonetheless
said that they wanted a chief and that they would know a good chief if they
got one.
So while existing chiefs ,may have, little power, the ideology of
chieftainship has yet to die out and, as seen .inthisexample, may even be
spreading.
Feelings about the changing role of the chieftainship can be sensed in
the following statement by a poor old man interviewed by L. Motswogole in
Jackalasi II:

3. vlhile there have been female regents in Botswana , they represent a
minute fraction of all traditional leaders.
Therefore, the masculine prOnOllTI
is used throughout this section.

~'ABLE
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Role of Village Headlnan/Chief

VILLAGE

NATURE OF HEADMANSHIP

PERFORMANCE

1

hereditary

rarely in village

2

hereditary

no developme!1t participation; runs kgotlameetings

3

hereditary

consulted on disputes; no development activities

4

elected

lives outside village, comes twice weekly;
although does not perform duties

5

hereditary

judicial duties only

6

hereditary

busy with personal affairs; neglects official duties

7

appointed

wor"ks regular government hours ; not considered a leader

8

hereditary

neglects his duties; seldom at kgotla

9

appointed"

spends little time on official duties

10

appointed by previous
headman

judicial duties predominate; active in VDC and PTA

11

elected

judicial duties predominate; accusations of bias

12

"chosen" to succeed
elected father

not respected by villagers; no jUdicial or development functions

13

chosen by village
on hereditary basis

active in mobilizing development projects

considered a

good adviser

co

[continued]

[Table 2, Role of Headman/Chief, cont.]

VILLAGE

NATURE OF HEADMANSHIP

PERFORMANCE

14

elected

does not know much about the village or traditional proceedings

15

nominated by
Tr±bal Authority

judicial duties only

hereditary

keyleadericonsulted on all communitymattersi gives example in community work; well respected; jUdicial duties

16

hereditary

refers all judicial cases to another
ings; not respected

17

hereditary

acting chief, judicial duties predominate;
velopment activities

18

elected

jUdicial duties only; manipulated by informal leaders

19

nominated by
Tribal Authority

well respected; tends to centralize power;. suspicious of new institutionsand innovati9ns;actively fulfills iole

20

nominated by
Tribal Authority

judicial duties predominate; accused of ethnic biaises

SOURCE:

authority;

callskgotla

community affairs;

meet-

no de-

Based on Local Institutions Research Project data from Central, Kgatleng, Southern, and Northeast
Districts.
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The headman nowadays is not doing anything profitable to society.
During
his early ages,' the headman was the father of the people and friend of
the poor.
Those who were poor or travelling were taken care of' by the
headman.
But this is not the case today.
Today the headman is just like
anybody else, the only difference is that he has the role of hearing and
judging cases.
The activities of the headman or chief in 20 different villages can be
seen in table 2.
Forty-five percent of headmen were hereditary leaders ; 30
percent were chosen by the village in one way or another i and 25 percent were
chosen by some (often outside) authority.
(Some in this latter category
faced difficulties because they were considered "foreigners.")
Many of the
nonhereditary leaders were also of royal blood.
(Whether a village has a
hereditary, elected, or appointed he~dman or chief tends to be related to the
history of Jthe village.
As a general rule, older villages have hereditary
headmen or chiefs; newer villages, especially those established by the government, are more likely ,to appointed or elected leaders.
Hereditary leaders
may ,but do not always, have a greater aura of legitimacy.
Their duties are
no different from those of appointed or elected headmen.) Eight of the 20 (40
percent) were said not to fulfill their duties. 4
Most of the others were
involved primarily in judicial duties.
However, no matter what their feelings are about the incumbent (and one
was so terrible that his whipping in the kgotla was ordered by the paramount
chief), people continue to respect the office.
When an incumbent isunsatisfactory, he is like Comaroff' s empty chair, put aside for all practical purposes.
But the. offic~ remains and the potential of that office is enormous.
In one case, the confirmation of a chosen headman in the post led to what was
nearly

a

transformation of the village.

Seemingly overnight

a

formerly

thetic village was mobilized to undertake self-help projects.
The
turnout for all three kinds of institutions occurred in this village.

apa-

highest

A strong headman can be a valuable addition to development efforts. However, a strong headman is no guarantee of community development (although a
weak headman generally means a weak kgotla).
A dedicated headman who is
not accepted by the people may fail~ utterly in his attempt to mobilize them.
Eq'lfally consistent with Vengroff I sfindings, a headman can, through his power
of negative sanction, prevent a project from taking place.
Some communities
have, however, organized despite opposition from the headman.
Not all headmen are paid, which raises the problem of negative example.
One would be hard pressed to urge an unpaid headman to work hard when around
him are paid government officials who do not work.
In one village, people were

The chief or headman should sign passport applications and no-objection
certificates, hear cases, and call kgotla meetings.
He has no formal developrnC~11t duties.
Some duties such as calling kgotlameetings are a bit nebulOLlS..
How often should he call kgotla meetings and for whom?
It could be
said with all justification that few of the chiefs were community mobilizers
or leaders.
The judgment as to nonperformance is a subjective one based on
researchers' observations and comments by villagers.
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quite sympathetic with the failure of their unpaid headman to do his duty; he
has to earn his living, they said.
A salary does not necessarily guarantee
productivity.
However, paying (which means gazetting) all village headmen
would serve the interests of equity and provide some incentive for action. 5
The L~cal Government Structure Commission (1979:40,.vol. 1) also recommended
that the Ministry of Local Government and Lands consider "increasing the number
of warranted courts and paid headmen."
Strengthening the Role of theChief/Headman in Development
Headmen can and do play important development roles, as outlined in chapter 1.
Problem Identification. To begin with,a good headman will know many of
the problems that his c·ommunityfaces.
He also cancfll his community to
kgotla meetings to discuss these problems with government officials.
These
are roles that many headmen already play.
Identification of Interventions • This is also a step that requires dissemination of information and eliciting opinions, again a function that the
headman through thekgotla is well suited to undertake.
Deciding What to Do.
Actual decision-making still tends to reside further up the governmental ladder.
While . . some headmen because of illiteracy
(which means they must rely on others . for reading government communications ),
senility, or other disabilities may not be able to contribute meaningfully to
such decisions, they must be kept fully informed and involved so that they
will be willing to become involved in the next step.
(On this point, see Flood
1974:35, 197.)
Implementation.
Although legally· the chief· can no longer force participation if he calls out the regiments,hecan have an enormous mobilizing
effect. During the research in Kgatleng, Chief Linchwemobilized the regiments
even in the outlying villages to build anewkgotlashelter Cleobo) in t4ochudi.
In an earlier instance in Northeast, Subchief Ramokate mobilized some
400 people in a two-day effort to ~epaira cO.Inmunity dam. In contrast, headmen
in Southern District survey sites were preventing action through simple negative authority.
As will be discussed in chapter 6, people can and do ignore
even the headman's call to labor. But the potential is there.
Evaluation.
Again this require·s communication and solicitation of views
that the chief through the kgotla might undertake.
While it has been shown that there is ample potential for. the headman's
activeparticipation in development activities , it has often been seen that

5. The disadvantage of paying headmen istha~it changes their role from
being leaders of the village to also representing government in the community.
This conflict of roles was r~oted in several villages and tended to lessen respect for the headman.
(See Kuper 1970.)
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few of them are actually involved.
In part this reflects traditional village
politics.
It is not uncommon to find the traditional anti-chief/headmanfaction aligned with,the VDC, thus reducing the likelihood of the chief/headman's
involvement in development activities.
A second factor is that the chief/headman duties have not been explicitly
defin.ed as involving development.
To remedy this, the following recommendationshave been made:

1) It is recommended that MLGL include in the job description of gazetted
h;a~en specific development duties. TMLGL] ._2) It

is recommended that the District Commissioner meet regularly with
bot~ gazetted
ana--;o~zetted headmen
and
~uss with
them
deVe"lopmentduties and cooperation ~ith VDCs. [MLGL]

3) It

is recommended that all VDC training include chiefs and headmen.

TMLGLJ
The ·Kgotla
Kgotla is what the Chief makes of it.
-Lawry 1982: 350.
The chief or headman in council in the kgotla still serves a major role
in many villages.
The kgotla is the main point of contact between outsiders
and villagers.
It is the place where disputes are settled.
It is a place
where the affairs of the village are informally discussed.
The prominence and procedures of the kgotla have changed si"nce independence.
Politicking and informal discussions are as likely to take place at
beer parties, particularly for those whose status in the kgotla is low (Gulbrandsen 1980:84-86; Werbner 1975:28). And now women participate, a phenomenon
that was less cornmonin most places prior to independence.
(See, for example,
Morton 1982:64;6 Kuper 1970:106-107, 129.)
But in most places the two
tradi- tional kgotla functions,
judging disputes and communication, are
still car- riedout to a greater or lesser degree.
Judicial Functions 7
Traditionally an essential kgotla function was hearing cases.
In 1979
Egner (1979:22) estimated that 80 percent of all Botswana's civil and criminal

6. A photograph in the Phuthadikobol-1useum taken in the 1950s shows women
in the kgotla, a fact contrary to the information provided by Morton's informant (personal communication from Sandy Grant, 03/04/83).
7. Questions of customary law and the procedures of trying cases in kgotla were beyond the scope of this research.
Those who wish to know more on
the subject should consult Simon Roberts (1979).
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TABLE 3

Court Cases Heard in Kgotla, 1916-75

NATIONAL
SURVEya'

TYPE OF CASE

KGALAGADI b

KWENENGc

GOMAREd

Private delicts

39%

74%

35%

46%

Public delicts

19%

10%

7%

16%

Family law

18%

9%

9%

11%

Contracts

14%

Property

10%

.4

5%

2%

other
Total number of cases

7%

18%

42%

7%

43

401

2%

1,591

209

a Includes Ngwaketse, 1910-16, 1928-34, 1936-40; Kgatla, 1935-39; Kwena,
1935-38; Ngwato, 1937-38; Tawana, 1935-39.
Percerttages are based on 1,866 issues raised in 1,591 cases.
See Schapera 1943:31.
b

c

Kuper 1970:101.
Sample only.

d Represents
1978:31.

In Vengroff 1972:130.
1952-53,

1955-56,

1960-61,

1965,

1970,

1974-75.

trials still took place in kgotlas.
Data on the kinds of
kgotla over nearly a 60-year period are presented in table 3.

See

cases

Lebang

heard

in

While the data are by no means strictly comparable in all cases, some
sort of individual and basically personal wrongdoing is involved.
This reflects the functioning of thecu.stomarycourt and is consistent with Comaroff' s
comment that chiefs were more mediators than judges (1980: 97) •
Solway (1980:
9-10) found that many disputes were settled at a lower level (ward, subward,
or family)
than the kgotla.
Lebang
(1978:33-39)
found that
unrelated
disputants accounted for 65 percent of cases heard in kgotla, since these
cases were less likely to be settled at home.
Wynne ( 1978: 1,4) points out
that the customary court no longer has the enforcement power it once had when
it could call out the regiments.
This lack of enforcement power further
restricts its mediation role.

TABLE 4
Characteristics of the Kgotla in Institutions Study Villages.

VILLAGE

FREQUENCY OF MEETINGS

PARTICIPATION

FUNCTIONS

I

rare

low

symbolic; used for announcements

2

fortnightly

30+ average

eastern side of village only; used for announcements

3

irregular

very low

communications only

4

irregular

fewer than 50

used for communication and discussion

5

twice a week

low

communication; coordination

6

depends on
time of year

varies, often low

communication; coorditlation; election of other local
organizations

7

2-3 per month

low

elections for otherorganizationsi conununication

8

irregular;
perhaps monthly

25-35 average

used for communication, election of other local
organizations

9

perhaps fortnightly

8-40

customary court used to organize activity; elections
of other organizations

weekly

41 average

communication

10

[continued]

Table 4, Characteristics of the Kgotla, cant.]
VILLAGE

FREQUENCY OF MEETINGS

PARTICIPATION

FUNCTIONS

11

fortnightly,
plus court cases

76 average

active customary court; coordinates and supports
modern organizations

12

fortnightly

22 average

communications only

13

fortnightly

64 average

communication; mobilization; minor court cases

14

fortnightly

49 average

communication; election of other organizations

15

once a week

20+ average

announcements;
communication;
consultation;
tion; organization of community activities

16

irregular

generally 8 average; contentious
issues as high
as. 286 and'350

communication; consultation; community decisions and
activities

17

irregular

15+ average

consultation; decisions; community organization

18

fortnightly

30+ average

active customary court; communic.ation; coordination

19

daily

10+ averag,e

court cases; communication; coordination

20

irregular

10+ average

consultation; communication; community organization

*

Based on data from Central, Kgatleng, Northeast, and Southern Districts.

elec-
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While this judicial function may not seem directly related to development,
it is in fact very important, for it provides a local and immediately available
mechanism of community integration and conflict resolution. As can be seen in
table 4, five of twenty sample villages had an active customary court. 8
Communication Functions
As can be seen in table 4, the central role of most kgotlas today is
one of communication, both among community members themselves and between the
community and the outside world.
Most government staff who either worked or
communicated with the community initiated their contact through the kgotla.
Excluding meetings of political parties, government officials attended twentyeight meetings in, seven villages in Northeast and Central Districts over a
three-month per iodin 1982.
Of these, nineteen (or 6 7 percent) were kgotla
meetings.
(~ee appendix C, table C-l.)
The kgotla is also the site of
elections for other community organizations and the means by which these organizations ,communicate with the village at large.
In this way ~ the kgotla
legitimizes the activities of other, less-known institutions.
Finally, the
kgotla sometimes serves to coordinate the activities of other organizations.
Strengthening the Role of the Kgotla in Development
The roles identified in. chapter 1 to be played by thekgotla are essentially the same as those of the chief/headman, for the chief summons the
kgotla.
Problem Identification.
The kgotla has traditionally been the place
where villagers could speak their mind freely and at length.
This is the obvious forum for at least the initial stages of problem identification.
Identification of Interventions.
for discussion of options.

Again,

the

kgotla

provides

a

forum

Deciding What to Do·.
While some sifting of options and discussion of
strategy may need tobedone by a smaller group, the ultimate decision must be
thoroughly debated and subsequently ratified by the community as a whole. This
can be done only in kgotla.
Implementation. Announcements concerning implementation can most readily
The kgotla is not,
however,
suited to executive
be made in kgotla.
functions.
Evaluation.
in kgotla.
Various
roles.

Discussion of how the endeavor has fared can be carried out

factors

can

interfere

with

the

kgotla' s

performance

of

these

8. Where the headman does not have a court warrant, he can at best playa
mediating role.
The necessity of traveling to another village to have one t s
case heard is a source. of inconvenience and annoyance to many villagers.
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The Performance of the Headman. CODE(} t1973lforeshadowed the complaints
heard during this research about headmen who refused to call meetings.
The
CODEC team reported that some headmen were being paid off by large cattle-buyers and thus did not call those meetings that would have been against their
interests; others had received so many requests for meetings from so· many officials that they had given up under the flood; and yet others had failed to
carry out thelrduties because they were not paid.
Recommendations for headmen
were made in the previous section.
Status.
Although anyone may speak in kgotla, not everyone is taken
seriously.
Henderson (1974: 79) found that those whose opinions received due
consideration were "respected because of their wealth and the sense of their
deliberations.
Those without wealth a'nd lacking in experience were of little
conseque~ce."
(In this regard it is important to note that it' is the experience of the common man'that
forms the backbone of. Botswana'.J democracy. ) Gunder,
' . '
son (1971:98) also notes this inequality but points out the "symbolic attitude
of community" that is associated with the kgotla.
Noppen (1982: 133) argues
that decisions taken at kgotla reflect the views of older men from the "superior" sections of the village.
TIle findings of this research also revealed that the kgotla was sometimes captured by one village faction or another.
Some villages were split
between long-term residents and newcomersiothersweredivided on ethnic linesi
in still othe,rs , one ward predominated over others • Women, youth, and Basarwa
were heeded less often than older men. As can be seen in table 5, women were
less likely to speak in kgotla meetings than in any other organization.
As noted above, these prejudices have served to shift some activity
from the kgotla--to beer parties for younger men, for example.
They
result in excluding considerable talent from, decision-making councils.
of these attitudes will eventually die out.
In the interim, they can be
batted ,by the conspicuous inclusion oftradi~ionally low-status persons
as women, youth, and Basarwain high public positions.

away
also
Some
comsuch

Attendance and Participation.
Gunderson ( 1971: 71) reported that traditionally the kgotlametVieekly.
Kuper (1970:82-83) found that 11 citizens
made 77 percent of a1l the contributions to the debates and that "most men in
the village attended meetings from time to time thoughB few men came, to all
or even the majority of meetings." Vengroff (1972:134n) found that the largest
kgotla meeting in a 12-month period in Molepolo1e (population 38,000) was
150.
(This corresponds to roughly 2 percent. of the.adult population.)
Comaroff (1980: 92, 96) reported that the scatt.eredpopulation of the Barolong
"par- ticipated rare1yand always reluctantly in 'communal affairs" and that
"atten- dance at general public meeting ··seems seldom to have exceeded one
percent of the population at most."
Kooijman (1978:19) found that an average
of 30 to 40 people (out of a population of nearly 2, 000) attended kgotla
meetings.
Odell (1985: 107, 116) argues thatthekgotla is a strong institution.
He found that 91 percent of the people in6 villages said they attended kgotla
meetings and 68 percent said they attended them frequently.
Thesef igures
are important for indicating the potential scope of contact of the kgotla.
However, his statement, "More people attend and participate inkgotla meetings in a single day than are involved in more 'modern I institutions in an
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TABLE 5

Percent of People Who Speak when Attending Meetings*

VILLAGE

KGOTLA
Men Women

VDC
Men Women

56

43

33

73

19

92

82

64

31

100

50

96

94

20

37

22

63

7

100

59

55

22

54

30

1

35

0

2

14

13

88

3

21

7

4

47

16

5

36

26

6

27

13

40

7

23

21

Average

27

16

*

OTHER MODERN
ORGANIZATIONS
Men ~vomen

Data from Central and Northeast Districts.

entire year, If is an exaggeration.
His own figures show that 203 of hisrespondents attend kgotla frequently while 92 frequently attend VDC alone.
Data from this research also contradict Odell's statement.
As can be seen in
tables 6, 7, and 11, the average attendance for kgotla meetings for all
7 villages totaled 438 adults.
The same figure for modern organizations was
310 adults.
Thus, on a hypothetical single day, total kgotla attendance
exceeded total modern organization attendance by a mere 128.
It is clear that
far more than 128 people would attend meetings of modern organizations over
the remainder of the year.
The institutions research findings confirmed the inactive state of the
kgotla in other ways.
As can be seen in table 4, in 12 of 20 study villages, kgotla meetings were held fortnightly or more frequently.
In the
remaining 8 they were generally irregularly held.
In most villages the attendance was low in terms of both absolute numbers and percentage of population
represented.
Detailed information on attendance, as shown in table 6, was available
for 7 villages in Northeast and ·Central Districts.
Turnout averaged from 22
to 143 people, constituting 7 to 28 percent of the adult village populatioq.
The total range was from 2 to 32 percent of the adult population in attendance
at a single meeting.
Thus, not even a third of the adult village population

TABLE ,6
Kgotla Meetings ,in Study Villages During l2-Week Observation Perioda

VILLAGE 1
Kgotla rneetings
Average attendance

Average % population
Range % population
%

b

b

VILLAGE 2

VILLAGE 3

VILLAGE 4

VILLAGE 5

VILLAGE 6

VILLAGE 7

1

2

6

7

10

7

5

43

143

49

22

41

76

64

12%

13%

16%

4-25%

2-30%

8-32%

14%
14%

28%
27-29%

7%
4-17%

7%
2-12%

attended by:

Headlua"n

100

100

100

71

60

100

80

AD

100

a

33

a

a

0

20

0

100

50

14

30

0

20

100

100

100

0

60

71

20

Head teacher

0

0

50

57

20

28

0

Counci.llor

0

0

50

43

80

71

20

Outsiders

0

0

83

71

60

28

60

ACnO

FWE

a Northeast and Central Di.stricts.
b

Assumes Fopulation is one-third adults.

J-'

\.0
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turned up att.he best attended meeting.
In general, those who attended were
characterized as being old, and most often men as well.
,Young economically active men and women were conspicuous by their absence.
Women comprised between 24 and 53 percent of the average kgotla attendance
in the seven villages.
These turnout figures, although they are low in absolute terms, should be considered quite respectable for a civic institution,
particularly since it meets during hours when people are generally engaged in
other, more economically essential activities.
Further, Odell's figures would
seem to indicate that when people consider an issue being discussed in kgotla
as vital, t.hey attend.
Attendance does not, however, necessarily mean active participation. Most
people attend kgotlameetings to listen.
As shown in table 5, on average
27 percent of the men and 16 percent of the women attending kgotla meetin.gs
in seven villages in Northeast and Central Districts spoke.
The village averages ranged from 14 to 47 percent for the men and from 0 to 26 percent for the
women.
Most people who attend kgotla meetings do not speak, even though
this is t.he seat of democratic participation where a person is free to speak
at length even if only to echo the views of a previous speaker.
A first. step toward strengthening the kgotla would be a more careful
use of kgotla meetings by government officials •
One reason why attendance
atkgotla meetings is low is that they. often are
complete waste of everyone's time.
When an issue that has direct economic effect is discussed, attendance soars.
If'government workers would coordinate their visits (as well
as their messages ), the number of kgotla meetings could be reduced.
And
government officials might use techniques that encourage discussion.
This
would involve considerable alteration in the way most government officials
approach villagers.

a

Finally, there should be a direct relationship between what government
does and what happens inkgotla.
If government officials wish to use the
kgotla asa forum for consultation, there should be a relationship between
what they hear and. what they do.
If they choose another course of action, the
reasons should be explained in kgotla by the person who m.ade the decision.
A great deal of ill feeling arose from an ostensible consultation exercise
during t:he 1982 drought.
Having asked villagers what they want.ed as laborintensive work projects, the Drought Relief Committee in one district rejected
some projects out of hand despite strong (and apparently valid)counter~rgu
ments by villagers and substituted projects it felt appropriate.
Kooijman
(1978: 19 ) also felt that, although people express opinions, they do not feel
"they have any weight in decision-making. II
One of the major sources of weakness of thekgotla system is that everyone wants to use it, but no one wants
to be accountable to it.
Without accountability , it will remain the place of
essentially empty words spoken bya :few.
In

order

to

counter these

problems

the

following

recommendations

were

made:
1) Subject to RECC approval, both the Handbook for Facilitators (liRe a
'l'lhaloganyana ") and the she>rt l'iaiidbook on working with local--re"Vel
institutions 'be distributed to all local authorities and extension
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in teaching at

This should help government officials be more
opinions about and involvement in rural development.

effective

in

BAC,

eliciting

2) ~ regular schedule of kgotla meetings be established by the DDC in
consultation with DET and that government officials adhere strictlY to
this schedule by attendIilg~e meetings together. [MLGL]
This should reduce the number of useless meetings and encourage interministerial coop~ration and coordination.
3) The

ROC advise MLGL in cooperation with. other ministries.· to present
g:;rl"d~esfor c~al and district government officers for incorporation of their reporting back to villages in annual plan consultations,
VDC cOO-ferences, and pro~ Planning as • arevised.··~ion of the District Planning,HaIidbook. [MLGL]
-- --

The Ward System
Traditionally wards were kin-based residential areas and ,the basic civic
unit of the village.
Often they had. their own kgotlas.
Each ward had its
own wardhead who settled disputes, allocated land, and served as the administrator for the chief or headman and· even had the power to callout members of
the regiments. who lived in his ward.
Wards. were generally assigned plowing
and cattlepost areas to which specific rights were assigned by the wardhead.
The ward system in many places is . in decline.
This is a process which
has been going on for some long time.
Schapera (194 7a: 172 ) reported that it
was "fairly common, to find ward heads who are not the. senior representatives
of their line.
The true heir, the man who should be ruling the ward, is away
at work • •
" A t that time the ward still played a crucial role, as most
court cases were heard at the ward level first. until the issues were clarified
(Schapera 1943: 38-39 ).
Among . the Bakgatla / disputes between people from different wards would be heard by the two wardheads together who would then. present the case to the chief for judgment (Morton 1982:21). Wardheads could also
callout the members of any specific regiment. that. belonged to their ward to
perform duties for that ward (Gundersonl971 :80).
Vengroff (1972: 136) found
that wardheads were fined for not performing their traditional roles but could
neglect government demands with impunity.
Uhle.nbeckand Kocken (1980: 77-81)
found that subwards were·active when thekin<groupwas strong and that the judicial role of the ward was its mostimportantiunction.
Rarely . did a headman
summon a meeting for nonjudicial reasons.
They also found that the activeness
of wardheads depended •. ontheir relationship with . the . chief.
Both Machacha
(l981:333-35) and Mathuba (1982:123-24) found that Land Board operations were
hampered by headmen's failing to visit sites before signing the no-objection

9 • 'The Handbook for FacilitatorswasfieTd tested . by extension I;vorkers,
approved by RECC, published, and distributed as recommended.
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form, a failure which was attributed to their not being paid.
The Interministerial Committee on Land Board Ope'rations (1978: 7-15) recommended in this
regard that "all registered Ward Heads and Representatives should becompensated for subsistence and incidental expenses incurred in performing their
duties. II
Gulbrandsen (1983:6), it should be noted, found that somewardheads
laid claim to "most parts of the prior trusteeship [that is, prior to the
Tribal Land Act] as their private holding."
In such cases, wardheads lack present power but have converted their former power to their own private gain.
The general decline of the ward system
can be seen in many ways.
Lands areas are no longer necessarily associated
with a specific ward.
Even in the village, ward members may no longer live
in a single area.
In some places, the name of the ward simply has geographic
significance, nothing more.
Where wards are in swift decline or have disappeared altogether, there is no point in trying to resurrect them.
If they had
had a function, they would have survived.
Nostalgia will not change the realities of the present •
On the other hand, in some places the ward system, albeit diminished, is
'still alive and well.
In Mochudi, ,for instance, cases are regularly heard at
the ward level and punishments meted out.
Both drought relief in the 1960s
and Bokgwere (male-initiation ceremonies) in the 1980s we're organized on a ward
basis.
Some rain-making ceremonies are the responsibility of and performed by
a
ward.
At least one ward keeps the kgotla fire alive through the
night:" 10
It could be argued 'that the strength of the ward system in Mochudi is due
to the strength of Chief Linchwe. It may also be that in such a major village,
wards are more important because they are a more accessible scale of human organization than the village as a whole.
Whatever the explanation, the Mochudi
example does show that, in some places, the ward system is still a vital and
salient organization.
There are certain tasks that most development efforts require: contacting
individual households to provide information or to solicit comments, cash, or
labor; organizing groups for collecting materials or for construction and
maintenance.
Where wards, are still strong, they could be used as theorganizational base whenever a group, is needed.
This has a number of advantages.
Each wardhead is responsible for the performance of his own ward.
A discrete
unit such asa ward pinpoints the identity of people who do or do not show up.
A ~trong sense of ward identity can be used to encourage competition (and,
theoretically, greater productivity) among wards.

The Potential Development Role of ·Traditional Institutions
Th,e great strength of traditional institutions is their familiarity •
They
are best able to communicate messages and facilitate mobilization of people on
an ad hoc basis.
They are the channels through which outsiders can best communicate with the people. They are not, on the other hand, set up to undertake

10.
Information
(03/04/83).

provided, by

Sandy

Grant I

Phuthadikobo

l'1useum,

Mochudi
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administrative or executive tasks.
Traditionally/ the decision to undertake a
project was taken in kgotla, but the technicalities of management were left
to regiment leaders .11
Traditional institutions.· should be involved in those
tasks that involve solic·iting opinions, providing information, and ad hoc
mobilization of labor.
It is important that they. be . carefully involv~ from
the outset because their capacity to bestow or withhold . legitimacy can often
make or break a project.
It is also important that they not be forced into
roles or actions.
For example, as will· be seen below, committees are often
elected in kgotla mostly out of politeness of the· participants.
Those who
wish to use the kgotla in this fashion should grant it the right to refuse
to be used.

11.

Personal communication from H. Hulela(07/82).

Chapter 3

VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEES

The VDC is doing good work and should build
schools, clinics, and roads and all. those necessary things.
A
[VDC member, quoted in Ke.rven(1977:382).]
Functions of the Village Development. Committee:
1. To identify and discuss local needs.
2. To formulate proposals .• for .the development of
the village it represents.
3. To determine the extent to which· people are·
willing and able to develop their village on
a self help basis.
4. To determine a plan of development for. their
village.

S. To elicit the help of the District Commissioner and other: development agencies in their
improvements.
6. To provide a medium··. of contact between the
headman, the Councill.or, the people and . the
District Council and by this means to make
the· members· of the •district . better ·informed
as to the needs of certain areas and thereby
help in the Distric;tCouncil 's responsibilities .to. ·produce projected District plans of
development.
[Community Development Handbook (1970).]

VDCs were established by/Presidential Directive in 1968 as the primary
institution for promoting-development (Reilly 1981: 38) • VDCsarenonstatutory,
nonpolitical, voluntary/committees of villagers without legally enforceable
powers to raise funds •. ··or to invoke sanctions.
They are supposed to be elected
by the kgotla every two years. Their results have been mixed.
Participation
Henderson (1974:279) found that the VDC· attracted those who vlere "concerned with promoting changes within the village."
Vengroff's ·study of 1:10lepolole (1972: 47) found that the VDC was controlled by the councillor on a
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political basis and that traditional leaders played a dominant role.
The VOC
inVengroff I sstudy was so politicized t.hat, when the opposition succeeded in
gaining control of it, t.he "Commit.t.ee was summarily dismissed and a new elect.ion called for by t.he M.P." (1972: 48) •
Flood (1974: 35) found thatasympathetic chief was able to mobilize wide community participation and support.
Chambers and Feldntan (1973: 191) reported dominance of local organizat.ionsby
wealthier members of t.he community, remarking:

We were. alarmed by the not untypical attitude ofa member of a Tx-ibal
Land Board, himself a largecat.t.le owner, who said that he welcomed
the ideaofset.ting aside communal land' for t.he "small men" [who w,ere
also referred t.o as "small boys"] as this would keep them in an area
where t.heycould suffer together.

Kooijman (1978: 37, 96) found that women were more active than men in t.he
VDC and t.hat. at.tendance was generally l'ow.
Kidd (1974:13) found that, in 102
villages in Central Dist.rict., VDCmeetings were held once or twice a mont.h
wit.h an average at.t.endance of eight or nine.
One-fifth oft.heproblems VDC
members mentioned involved poor attendance.
Councillors' at.t.ended about one
meeting in threeiand community development st.aff, two meetings in. five.
Most
members were male, 40 years old or older, and had an average of five years of
education.
On the other hand, 30 percent. of the secretaries were women, generally under<t.heage of 39, wit.h more t.han six years of schoo.ling. Gulbrandsen
andWiig (1977: 9 ) found that on average one-third of VDC members were women.
Odell (1982a:lO) found that 43 percent of his sample attendedVDC meet.ingsand
31 percent. attended them frequently.
Tau (1978:Tables 2 and 40) found t.hat in
seven of ten villages in Northeast District failure of VDC members to attend
meetings was a problem and that all t.he people he interviewed said t.hat the
VDC either did not have regular meetings or had never met.
Rollings ( 1974: 14) learned t.hat the Totome VDChad found it necessary to
instit.ut.e a system of fines for nonattendance. The Local Government Structure
Commission recommended that VDC J:nembers receive a sitting allowanceandth'a~
any member who failed to attend more than two-thirds of the meetings automatically lose his/her seat (1979:64, recommendations 7.12.and 7.13).
Average attendance at VDC meetings in seven villages over thethree-mont.h
observat.ionperiod of the institutions research in Central and Northeast. Districtscan be seen in table 7.
Average attendance in seven villages ranged
frombet.ween 2 and l5p'ercent of t.he adult population, wit.h act.ual at.t.endance
varying bet.ween 1 and 27 percent.
While this means that only a smallproport.ion of the adult population is actually involved with theVDC, this is not an
unreasonable turnout for this sort of organization.
This research also found that in Southern District villagestheVDC was
generally known and perceived as being, responsible for villagede'Velopment.
In Kgatleng District Ul0st people knew the VDC was supposed to exist and that
it was supposed to lead village development.
In Central (Tswapong) District
60 percentofa sample of villagers in one village and 82 perc'ent in a second
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political basis and that traditional leaders played a· dominant role.
TheVDC
in· Vengroff' s study was so politicized that,· when the opposition succeeded
gaining control of it, the "Committee was . summarily dismissed and .anew
tion called for by the M.P." .(1972:48).
Flood (1974:35) found that a sympathetic chief was able to mobilize wide communitypartic.ipation and support.
Chambers and Feldman (1973: 191 ) reported dominance of local organizations· by
wealthier members of the community, remarking:

We were alarmed by the not untypical attitude of a member of . a Tribal
Land Board, himself a large cattleowne"r, who said that he welcomed
the idea of setting aside communal land for the "small men" [who were
also referred to as "small boys"] as this would keep them in an area
where they could suffer together.

Kooijman (1978:37,96) found that women were more active than men in the
VDC and that attendance was generally low.
Kidd (1974:13) found that, in 102
villages in Central·· District, VDC meetings were held once or twice a . month
with an average attendance of eight or nine.
One-fifth of the problems VDC
members mentioned involved poor attendance.
Councillors attended about one
meeting in three; and community development staff, two mee~ings in five.
Most
members were male, 40 years old or older, and.had.an average of five years of
education.
On the other hand, 30 percent of the secretaries were women, generally under the age of 39, with more than six .years of schooling. Gulbrandsen
and Wiig (1977: 9) found that on average one-third of< VDC members were women.
Odell (1982a:10) found that 43 percent of his. sample attended VDC meetings and
31 percent attended them frequently.
Tau ( 1978:Tables 2 and 40). found ~that in
seven of ten villages in Northeast District . failure ofVDC members to attend
meetings was a problem and that all the people he interviewed said that the
VDC either did not have regular meetings or had never met.
Rollings (1974: 14) learned that the . Totome VDC had found it necessary to
institute a system of fines for nonattendance. The Local Government Structure
Commission recommended that·.VDC members receive. a .sitting allowance.· and tpat
any member who failed to attend more than two-thirds of the meetings automatically lose his/her seat (1979:64, recommendations 7.12 and 7.13).
Average attendance atVDC meetings in seven villages over the three-month
observation period of the institutions research in Central and Northeast Districts can be seen in table 7 •
Average attendance in seven villages ranged
from between 2 and 15 • percent of the adult population, with actual attendance
varying between 1 and. 27 percent. While this means that only. a· small proportion of the adult population .isactually involved. with the VDC, this is not an
unreasonable turnout. for this sort of organization.
This research also found that in Southern District villages the VDC was
generally known and perceived as being responsible for village development.
In Kgatleng District most people knew the .V.DC was supposed to exist and that
it was supposed to lead village development.
In Central (Tswapong) District
60 percent of a. sample of villagers in one village and 82 percent in a second

TABLE 7
VDC Meetings in Study Villages During l2-Week Observati~n Perioda

VILLAGE 1

Number of meetings

b

none

Average attendance
Average % population
c
Range % population
%

c

VILLAGE 2

VILLAGE 3

VILLAGE 4

1

7

2

11

10

16

VILLAGES

none

VILLAGE 6

VILLAGE 7

5

2

66

59

2%

1%

5%

11%

15%

2%

1-2%

4-6%

2-23%

3-27%

attended by:
N

Headman

100

28

50

100

50

AD

100

28

0

20

50

ACDO

100

71

0

20

0

EWE

0

100

0

80

50

Head teacher

0

57

50

60

50

Councillor

0

28

100

40

0

Outsiders

0

14

0

0

50

a Northeast and Central Districts
b

c

Includes joi.nt:VDCmeetings, with other organizations
Assumes village population is one-third adults.

-....J
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village knew the role of the VDC. 12
In five villages in Northeast District,
12 percent of a random. sample of villagers said either there was no VOC
they did not know if there was one or not,.
Twenty-nine percent did not
what it did.
Seven percent of the villagers and 7 percent of the leaders gave
incorrect descriptions of VDC" functions.
Sixty-three percent of the villagers
said they had been consulted by the VDC, and 67 percent said they had
asked to participate in a VDC project.
Fifty-one percent, of the villagers and
77 percent of the leaders could correctly identify . VDC projects.
The common
wisdom is that the village elite belong to the VDC (who els"e has the time?),
and this tends to be true, although there are occasional exception~ to' the
rule.
The average age and education of the officers of five VDCs were calculated.
The average age ranged from 35 to 50 years.
The average education
ran~ed from four to six years. It is interesting to note that local business
people rarely participate in .. any local organizations, •. including the VDC.
This
may be due to perceptions that the VDC is ineffective or does not benefit them,
personally.
Nonparticipation might also be a means . of avoiding . requests for
financial support.
Those who attend VDC.meetingsare more likely to. be active participants
than those who attend kgotla meetings.
On average, 55 percent of the men
and 22 percent of the vvomen attending VDCmeetings spoke (see also table 5).
projects
On the whole, according to previous studies I projects undertaken byVDCs
have involved the construction of social infrastructure, as can be seen in
table 8.
The most cornman projects were. toilets, fencing, classrooms, and
constructing teachers 'quarters, in that order.
Including fencing schools or
"constructing teachers I quarters ,over a third (36 percent) of the projects
centered around the school. The figure\vould be even higher if school toilets
were included.
Only a few projects (the storeroom, the slaughterslab, the
Youth Training Center, and possibly the water projects ) could be said to· be
directly production-related.
Of 25 VDCs studied in this project, 80 percent had completed at least one
project; 64 percent had projects in progress; and 36.percent had new projects
planned.
( See table 9.)
As can be seen in table 10 , of 75 completed
projects, only 8 had any immediate economic relevance.
The rest were social
infrastructure such as teachers' quarters, classrooms, toilets, and so on.
Of
19 projects in "progress, 3 have immediate economic relevance.
The early emphasis on social infrastructure brought the first schools to many villages and
provided the VDC with experience in planning and implementation.
By now, the
need for social infrastructure has been minimally satisfied in most villages
except for the very remote.
Now the need in villages would seem to be for
resource-management plans and for income-generating activities if the increasing economic problems are to be dealt with.

12 • The researcher who surveyed these villages felt that. some respondents
said they did not know the role-of.·. the VDC in" order to indicate their contempt
for the VDC.
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TABLE 8
VDC Projects Identified in Other Studies

FLOOD

(1974)

1

(1980:31)

GULBRANDSEN
AND WIIG

TOTAL

(1977:63-64)
75

5

24
10
5
10

15

106 ( 36%)
10 (3%)
5
(2%)
30 (10%)

8

5

42

56 (19%)

7

Toilets
School kitchen
Storerooms/kitchens
Teachers' quarters
Fences
Revenue house
Kgotla
Guest house

TAU

(1978)

ISAKSEN
ET AL.

1
)

Airstrip
Standpipe
Road clearing
Tribal office

)

1

)

16

lOa)

35 (12%)

Completion and maintenance
of small public structures
storeroom
Slaughterslab

Youth Training Center
Day-Care·Center
Classrooms
Clinics

1

Dam

4

Other water projects

2

Senior Nurse's house

1

Clear football grounds

6b

1

Mini-healthpost
Meeting room
Training
Community Center

2

2

4

4

1
1

1

8

24

32

1

1

2

<1%
<1%
11%
< 1%

4

1%

2

<1%

1

<1%

2

<1%

1

2

1

293

a
b

Category is "offices."
Category is "healthpost. "

1%
1% '

TABlE 9

Cllaracteristics of

vr:cs

in StU<\' Villages

PHlJE.CIS IN· p ~

1

II

no

yes

rone

none

none

village toilet

w=ekly

2

10

,no

yes

rough notes

storercx.mi
unused toilet

none

none

ad hoc

3

9

no

saret.i.mes

receipts;

teachers I. quarters;
classroan

renovatirg .teachers ,

none

frequent

rough 1::a.lance

none

none for
7 rronths

quarters; new

teachers' ..quarters
4

10

no

no

school-teacrers 1

none

hoosesi bricks .for
school; transp:>rtirg.schoolchildren

renovating
teachers 1 • quarters

w

o

to EpOrts

account
6

7

8

20

11

11

no

no

no,
p:>or

irregularly
taken

yes

yes

fencing teachers 1
quarters

hrilding ·sclxx:>l
Wilding rew

none

rarely

none

ad hc:c,

kitchen

savings account;

constructed school;

receip:: l:ook;
:records· p:x:>rly
ke]?t

constrrcted. teachers' teachers I. ·quarters;
quarters; d:iliJshed
rraintaining. teachers'
school grounds;
built kgotla

qLBrters

hmk acccunt; no
prrper records;
receipt lxx:ik
newly started

hrllding residences
for lccal police
and court clerk

hrilding school

none

none

frequent

none

ad hc:c

none

sp:>radic

kitcren

_.

BYIAWS
9

9

gcod bmk account

yes

b..tilt -prim:u:y s::lnol

storercx:m

healt.hp:st

every 2
IIDnths

10

II

p:x>r

no

upgraded.- d3rn; hri1t

rone

storerocmi Wilt

k<.PtJ,ai -applied
for graveyard
II

5+

12

4+

13

5+

no
yes

none

yes
yes

very

};X)Or .

yes, _ };X)Or

tril:a.l hoosei dam
desiltingi k<ptla
toilets

Sj?Oradic

construct
teachers' quarters

once ,Fer

none

hJ.i.ld camumity hall none

weekJ¥

hlilt clinic, COlIlUlnity --center, tri.tE.l
office, 3 teachers'
quarters, ACIX) • s
house, 4classroans,

~

fortnight.

none

sp::>radic

2 dams, village lx>rehole, Youth Trainirg
arrl-Carmunity Center

14

9

yes

yes

yes

raisedftmds for

Lv

.......

kcpt:.la toilet

mne

SfX>radic

hli1ding house
for oourt clerk
for 4 years

none

rarely

rone

building camumity
ha.il-; plarming

sporadic

post offiCE cp:ming,

built classrcx:ms

15

3

yes

yes

b.rilt-4 classr<XIIl.S,
kgotla toilet,
.1.aJ::or -for sch<x>l
renovation

16

8

yes

yes, bmk account

hlilt 8 houses,
2c1assrcx::ms,
15 toilets; orga-

garden

nized p:>stal bag i
dU3" gar<Jen
[COIIt.inood]

[Table 9, Characteristics ofVOCs, cant.]

BY-

pro:mr:-.rs

lAWS

17

18

10

yes

yes

yes

yes

9

contributed to
h1.ilding school,
cash and lal:or;
2 rondavels for AD

none

hlilt 5 rondavels,
canent rouse with
kitchen, school
toilets, kgotla
toilets; q:ered

none

IN PKX::FSS

kc.;ptla toilet,si
~

sporadic

offices

mnei

8 msic

needs identified

cnce ~r
fortnight.

for Council action

FOstal agercy

19

20

II

10

yes

yes

yes

yes

hrllt guest house,
classroan block,
narket .hrilding,
krall at kgotlai
fencErl water taps;
enoouraga:l diggin:J
of rubbish pits;
persuaded Botswarecraft to prrchase
locally; fornation
of. Agricultural
ShON Ccmnitteei
establishrrent of
pest office
none

request for·h:mk

branch,

BAMB·

];X)lice .carrp

deJ?Ot,

cnce per
fortnight.

bree~rg·. Canpi

coordinates other
villag= cxmni.ttees

healthpost

none

cnce per

fortnight
[cantirnled]

#OF
~

~

BYlAWS

MINtJl.F.S

F.INAlCIAL ImH:s

~

CDI?IElED P ~

p~

21

11

yes,
no
very p:x:>r

hrllt healtpPost
(not used"too 'dark)

22

D

yes

l:uilt Tribal Mninistration office,
2 Tirelo Sechah:i
houses, k<ptla
kraal

23

12

sat:e-

yes

no

tines

b.1ilt healt.hpa;t,

IN, PK:CEm

PHF03ED PIOJEC.PS

CF~

rone

none

SfX:)l:~adic

fencing village

kgotla toilet

nonthly

none

rrnnthly

village garden

cnce.per
fortnight

taps

none

house for EWE,

Tirelo SeCbal:aa house

24

9

yes

no

hrilt kgotla 'kraal,
butchery, kgotla
toilet, 3 guest'

houses, teachers'
quarters, scha:>l
kitchen, healtl"post.
waiting roan,' market
shelter; fen:ed
school; rrolced
bricks; reroofed
school, kitchen;
fenced water tafS

25

10

a:.tretimes

a.

~:

established private
school, wilt 3
teachers' quarters

h.1ilding ,storeroan
for market

Tirelo Sechaha 'is Botswma' s darest.ic vo1untalY 'organization for d=velopnent.

B1sedondata fran central, Kgatleng,Ngamiland, furtheast, and Southe:m'Districts.

none

nonthly

LV

w

BYlAWS

MINUIES

none

none

sporadic

hJilt Tribal Adnin-

fencing village

k<ptlatoilet

nnnthly

istration office,
2 Tirelo Sechah3.
houses, k<ptla

taps

21

11

yes.1
no
very p::>or

hrilt healtlp:>st
(not used, too dark)

22

13

yes

yes

kraal
23

12

24

9

saretimes

no

l:uilt healthpoot,
none
house for EWE,
Tirelo Sechal.:a.a house

none

rronthly

yes

no

hrilt k<ptla· kraal,
butche:ry, k<ptla
toilet, ·3 guest
houses, •teachers I
quarters, •schcol
kitchen, healtlpost
waiting roan, narket
shelter; fen::ed
schcx:>li nolced
bricks i reroofed
sch:x:>l, kitchen;

village •• garden

alee per
w

w

fenced water tap:;
25

10

9:Ire-

times

a.

9:l.JR'E:

established private
sclnol, .. milt ·3
teachers I .qua:r:ters

hrilding storercxm
for market

Tirelo Sechal::a. is futffi\8l1a' s darestic volunta.:ry organization for CEvelopnent.

Based an .data fran central, Kgatleng, Ngamiland, ~rtheast, and 9Jut.hern Districts.

none

nonthly
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TABLE 10

VDC Projects in Study Villages by Ministrya

OFFICE OF
PRESIDENT

PROJECT
STATUS
b

AGRICULTURE

HEALTH

EDUCATION

COMMERCE

MLGL

ECONOMIC
RELEVANCE

9

14

29

10

10

8

In progress

2

3

8

4

2

3

Proposed

4

5

4

4

15

22

16

15

Complete

2

2

total

(2%)

(14%)

(21%)

37

(35%)

14
(13%)

(15%)

(14%)

a Projects were not necessarily initiated by the ministry in question but
are related to its work.
b One project, molding bri.cks, could not be assigned to
ministry. Thus, only 74 projects are accounted for.

any

particular

ProbIems
The problems experienced by theVDC are the same as those experienced by
village. organizations in general.
Thus, the discussion here should be taken
as applying to other modern organizations and, to some ext.ent, to traditional
institutions as well.
Inappropriate Organizational Structures
There are three interrelated issues: organizational structures andprocedures, leadership structures, and the nature of functions which or9anizations
are permitted to perform.
Organizational Structures and Procedures.
In the 1974 VDC Conferences
in Central District, some of the delegates were unable to do the planned exercises because they were illiterate (Kidd 1974: 32) • This is only one of many
examples of the problems encountered in modern organizations.
Almost without
exception modern organizations have been initiated by outsiders, who have
followed a ~vestern organizational model.
Such groups are. supposed to have a
written constitution, keep written records (minutes and financial accounts ),
follow formal meeting procedures, and elect a full slate of officers.
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There are two negative aspects to. this approach.
The first is that few
rural residents understand these forms or<know how to make them work.
The
result is a pro forma implementation of what they have been told to do.
Thus, villa'gers obediently elect a full slate of no less than six officers
a village of 600 people •
It is hard to imagine what a vice-secretary, for
example, does in such a situation. 13
Minutes are duly taken (sometimes in
English!) which are unintelligible to everyone with' the possible exception of
the person who took them.
Instead of being a tool for getting things done,
these procedures impede activity.
The second negative feature of these forms is that they often become the
focus of attention rather than the substance 'of what the organization is supposed to do.
Form-for-form's-sake becomes the order of :the day. Thus, a group
which wants to build a drift fence cannot get funds for self-help projec'ts from
the Ministry of Agriculture unless they have a written constitution which they
will never use in the short period of their existence.
A

A far' better approach would be to utilize forms with which people are
familiar.
Sometimes thismay'i involve ··beginning with ,a consensus-based, loose
organization similar.tothe kgotla.
In other cases, people raaybe familiar
with more formal organizational structures such as church groups, burial societies, or football 'clubs.
Such forms may be strengthened and adapted to take
on duties which are necessary to accomplish new tasks.
But to impose an elaborate and alien system for its own sake only causes confusion.
i

The confusion may rapidly degenerate into cynicism when it, is discovered
that the organization in fact has no functions to perform.
An elaborate organizational structure is especially inappropriate when applied to seasonal or
one-time problems.
There is no particular, reason why organizations should not
emerge seasonally on an ad hoc basis, deal with the problem, and fade away
again.
Leadership Structures.
Sixty-two percent of the VDCs and 39 percent of
62 other modern organizations in 21 villages were judged by" researchers to
have weak leaders.
At least part of.· the, problem ,is that people have no real
functions in the village 'environment.
Often officers are elected by villagers
who, understanding neither the organization nor the roles, use the elections
for other purposes. Officers may be elected from the royal family to reaffirm
the traditional leadership or because no other alternative is even imaginable.
This occurred in the 1979 VDC elections in· Moshopa.
E~ections may be used, to
repay old debts or old grudges or to play ·an enormous joke by electing the
least suitable person possible.
Thus, very inappropriate people may end up
holding office.
Even when officers are chosen for their honesty, sobriety,
and activeness, they may be ill-prepared to perform the necessary duties.

13. The "vice-position" sometimes appears to be used as a sort of consolation prize. The winner gets the position and the loser is "the vice". In this
way, no one is humiliated.
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The process of elections is not very well understood,l4 the feeling
sometimes being that a whole new slate of officers must be elected.
This has
the effect of eliminating cumulative learning among officeholders.
In other
cases, once an election is held, the event is never repeated and officers,
seemingly trapped in the organization for life, eventually become inactive.
Yet' another problem is that the way villagers perceive qualities necessary
for a "modern" leader may restrict the potential field.
Richer and better educated people are most frequently chosen.
Thus one· finds that·· opinion leaders
in the village may not necessarily hold office. There is considerable Qverlap
informally elected leaders. The average'officer held more than one leadership
position and was generally a member of other organizations as well.
Thus, no
matter how qualified for the office they might be, their effectiveness is
likely to be reduced because they are overextended •
.4

It is easy to see why leadership in village organizations a s a whole,
despite a probably adequate pool of talent, is generally so poor.
First, the
incumbents generally do not understand what it is they should do.
Second,
those who could help them, the ACDOs, are often ill-informed themselves and,
in any event, the cadre as a whole is singularly ineffective.
Third, there is
no constituency for many organizations, particularly those which are supposed
to have a village-wide function.
Committees are elected inthekgotla because villagers are told to elect them.
That act does not provide aconstituency, particularly since the villagers do not know what the.officers should
do.
Thus, unlike the situation described in Comaroff (1975) in regard to the
chieftainship, there is no one to remind an officer how he/she should behave.
Thus, the social pressure which operates in the traditional sphere is much
less effective in the modern sphere.
There is a need to provide clear job definitions and reinforcement of
those definitions if village leadership is' toimpro'Ve.
As it is, the problem of weak leaders and weak organizations can become a vicious cycle.
Weak
leaders are elected who in turn create a weak organization to which weak
leaders might as well be elected.

•

Organizational Functions •
The fun'ctionsthattheVDC and other organizations might perform overlap with those whioh have been assumed by various
governmental bodies. As a result, the spheres of village decision~n1.akinghave
been steadily reduced or subject to conflict as government penetration of the
rural areas has increased.
Resource Management.
The ability of villages to plan and implement'resource management has been limited in some spheres because Land Boards and Subordinate Land Boards control the allocation of land and man-made water points.
In three sites there was open hostility between villagers and the Land Board,

14. John Camm,one of the Batswana enumerators, pointed out that there is
no word in Setswana which adequately expresses the rather narrow Western view
of nominations •
Rather, the word used means "to choose, n with a broader connotation.
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such actions is the atrocious state of such financial records . as exist (and
often they do not exist at all).
Sixty percent of the VDCs and 21 percent of
other modern organizations were characterized· as . having poor records .15 People who wish to steal from an organization usually need not ,do fancy manipulation of the books, as the books (if they exist) are usually so chaotic as to
make it impossible to tell what money, the organization has or how it has been
spent. All the would-be thief has to do is take what is there.
>

The terrible state of records in general results from several factors.
One is innumeracy among villagers. Treasurers who are not frivolously elected'
may nonetheless be chosen for reasons (honesty, commitment) other than the
ability to keep books.
Second, in general neither VDC members nor other villagers have any experience with written financial records and therefore fail
to understand either their purpose or the possibilities for the uses to which
they might be put.
Third, those who shoulp. be helping villagers (generally
the ACDOs ) may not be all that good at accounts· themselves.
There is no particular reason to believe. that extension staff are good at accounts. Accounts
at higher levels of government often do not serve as particularly good models •
In 1980 the Water Points. Survey was unable to find a . single District Council
which could say whether the . fees, it collected from cattle boreholes met the
costs of operation. When pumper receipts could be found at all, they had generally been flung into a heap in a dusty storeroom.
Is there any reason to
expect better records at the village level?
A fourth problem is that those
who do try to set up accounting systems are often given inappropriate tools
to work with.
There is no single system adopt~d for use in villages.
Some
systems are quite admirable from the . accounting standpoint but are needlessly
elaborate and quite unmanageable from the village stap.dpoint. There is a need
to develop a single system for use by all village organizationsAccounting
personnel must be restrained from adding elegant 'but unnecessary frills to
this system.
Training and follow-up can then be coordinated, so that once
a person is trained, he/she can do the same job in other organizations.
At
present," VDC train-ing courses do not provide adequate or useful information on
bookkeeping_
A second factor which permits the theft of funds is that the thieves often
go unprosecuted.
Sometimes tb.is is because ,the. theft could not be proved according to the rules of evid~nce in· courts .of . law.
But sometimes, when the
thief is known and the evidence is there ,>'still nothing is done.
Sometimes
fear is the key.
If the thief is the headman or a member of a royal family,
or if he/she is a member of government or related to financial or political
influentials, fear of retribution may prevent action.
Another factor is that
no one may be willing to fight for the money of an organization as they would
fight for their own money.
They simply .refr'ain .from contributing in the future.
It is probably only government which can tackle this problem.
This

15. In 1972, the Under-Secretary (Rural) wrote to the District Commissioner
as follows: "It is quite ,clear that either the Treasurers of VDCs in Northeast
~re not up to scratch or no accounts are being kept.
By copy of this Savingram, the Assistant Community Development Officer , Northeast District is requested to assist the Council Secretary by ensuring that proper accounts are
kept by'VDCs in his area in future" [LG 19/3/7(68)].
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such actions is the atrocious state of such financial records as exist (and
often they.donot exist at all).
Sixty. percent of the VDCsand2lpercentof
other modern organizations were characterized as ··having . poor records .15 ··PeopIe who wish to steal from an organization usually need not do fancy manipulationof the books, as the books (if they exist) are usually so chaotic as to
make it impossible to tell what money the organization has or how it has been
spent. All the would-be thief has to do is take what is there.
The terrible state of records in general results from several factors.
One is innumeracy among villagers. Treasurers who are not frivolously elected
may nonetheless be chosen for reasons (honesty, commitment) other than the
ability. to keep books.
Second, in general neither VDCmembers nor other villagers have any experience with written financial records and therefore fail
to understand either their purpose or the possibilities for the uses to which
they might be put.
Third, those who should be helping villagers (generally
the ACDOs) may not be all that good at accounts themselves •
There is no part.icular reason to believe that extension staff are good at accounts. Accounts
at higher levels of government often do not serve as particularly good models.
In 1980 the Water Points Survey was unable to find a single District Council
which could say whether the fees it collected from cattle boreholes met the
costs of operation. When pumper receipts could be found at all, they had generally been flung into a heap in a dusty storeroom.
Is there any reason to
expect better records at the village level?
A fourth problem is that those
who do try to set up accounting systems are often given inappropriate tools
to work with.
There is no single system adopted for use in villages.
Some
systems are quite admirable from<the accounting standpoint but are needlessly
elaborate and quite unmanageable from the village standpoint.
There is a need
to develop a single system for use by all village organizations.
Accounting
personnel must be restrained from adding elegant but unnecessary frills to
this system.
Training and follow-up can then be coordinated, so that once
a person is trained, he/she can do the same job in other organizations.; At
present, voc training courses do not provide adequate or useful information on
bookkeeping.
A second factor which permits the theft of funds is that the thieves often
go unprosecuted.
Sometimes this is because the theft could not be provedaccording to the rules of evidence in courts of law.
But sometimes , when the
thief is known and the evidence is there, still nothing is done.
Sometimes
fear is the key.
If the thief is the headman ora member of a royal family ,
or if he/she i s a member of government or relatedtof.inancial or political
influentials , fear of retribution may prevent action.
Another factor is that
no one may be willing to fight for the money of an organization as ·they would
fight for their own money.
They simply refrain from contributing in the future.
It is probably only government which can tackle this problem.
This

15. In 1972, the Under-Secretary (Rural) wrote to the District Commissioner
as follows: nrt is quite clear that either the Treasurers ofVDCsin Northeast
are not up to scratch or no accounts are being kept.
By copy of this Savingram, the Assistant Community Development Officer, Northeast District is requested to assist the Council Secretary by ensuring that proper accounts are
kept by VDCs in his area in future"[LG 19/3/7 (68)].
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would require someone (perhaps the ACDO ·or -. some district-level official) to
audit accounts regularly and to bringmalfeasants to justice regardless of
they are.
Such audits could also serve a follow-up training function.
It
unfortunately not clear that the capacity to institute such a service exists
at the district level.
Trust
Some organizations are crippled by a lack of trust among members or
would-be members. The lack of ,trust may have its roots in negative factors-interethnic conflict, the prevalence' .of witchcraft, or a history of misdeeds
or personal tensions.
In other cases there is no trust. because nothing has
occurred to develop it.
Since the most successful organizations are those
characterized by t,rust and solidarity, it is - worth considering the' factors
which p,omote this.
Solidarity may have its-roots in historical accident.
Of
all the villages studied, those with the. highest solidarity were those -which
had been forced together ,in common conflict with some outsider.
Thus a community which had struggled for its land -against the Tati Company and with the
government for official recognition retained a very high level of solidarity.
Similarly some -refugee communities 'were brought together through the process
of building a new home.
Another extremely -active community owes at least part
of its solidarity to the fact-that it was • a small community of a minority
ethnic group, surrounded by members of another, more powerful and dominant
ethnic group.
Such conditions are not, of course, subject to manipulation by
would-be rural developers.
However, rural development -workers should be alert
to these conditions, as these -communities -.-are likely to more receptive to
group work.
In the more typical community, solidarity is built up through the process
of establishing mutual obligations and benefits. Neighbors help each other in
times of sickness, accident I and death.
Resources such as water points are
jointly used and maintained.
(See- Roe and Fortmann 1982iMahoney 1977.)
It
is, more likely that small groups of _ neighbors will be characterized by • such
solidarity than will a whole community.
Relations between Traditional and Modern Village Leaders
The VDC is elected in the kgotlaandgenerallymust work through it to
communicate with the village at large.
In theory ,the VDC is an arm of the
kgotlai in practice, there is often tension between them.
Syson (1972:63)
reported having made announcements in the kgotla which VDC members never
heard, and Chambers and Feldman (1973 :187) found that where there was a split
between the councillor and headman, the former tended to use the VDC as a rival
organization which the headman then refused to attend.
Finnigan (1976: 20)
commented that a VDCwhichwas oppos~d by _- the >headman was "doomed to failure. II
Kidd (1974: 22) quoted -.a •headman as saying, "They say th.at I'm. maliciously
opposing the project , but I 'm :t:l0t.
I just want to be consulted so that I can
understand the changes thoroughly."
Kooijman (1978: 118) also noted these
rivalries, which Flood (1974: 182) pointed out the necessity ofmakin'g the
headman feel" involved and according him the proper respect in order to obtain
his cooperation.
As Vengroff(1972:53) has written, many of these apparently
political problems have their roots in factional disputes among the traditional
elites. Thus, we would-expect to find the traditional anti-chief faction lining up behind the-VDC chairman or councillor.
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While such tensions may add. to the general excitement of village life,
they are often absolutely devastating to the process of rural development.
The kgotla does not have, and is unlikely ever to have, its own executive
capacities.
TheVDC cannot communicate effectively with villagers without the
kgotla •.,A first priority for strengthening the VDC must be to tie it more
closely tothekgotla.
Strengthening the Role of the VDC in Development
Problem Identification.
The VDC' could undertake the organization of
problem identification by, for example , organizing a listening survey.
fA
listening survey is undertaken by a group of villagers who spend approximately
six weeks simply listening carefully to their fellow villagers.
They meet
weekly to discuss their findings.
At the end of the survpy, the most common
complaints or problems are presented to a village governing body, in this case
the VDC.
See Rick and Stanley [1982:78-83] for details.
Ulti,mately, however,
the VDC must rely upon the kgotla to elicit discussion by the village at
large.
Identification of Interventions.
Because it is
able group of people:- the VDC is better suited than
advice of more technically qualified persons as a
interventions.
Again it must rely upon the kgotla
rest of the village.

a smaller ,more managethe kgotlato seek the
step toward identifying
to corrununicate with the

Deciding What to Do.
VDCs already take this step, but often, it would
appear, without 'adequateprior consultation and planning.
If village development efforts are to succeed, it is crucial that these decisions be endorsed in
kgotla.
The VDC may (indeed probably should) weigh the options and come to
some sort of preliminary decision.
Implementation:
The small 'size and structure of theVDC make it more
suitable for undertaking project implementation than the more amorphous kgotla, with which the chief must work.
For some simple, one-shot projects, the
VDC may wish simply to delegate responsibilities for specific tasks to certain
members.
More complicated, longer-term projects will requireVDCmembers to
master the use of financial and other written records.
Odell (1982b) might be
consulted for a useful village information syst.em.
Within theVDC structure,
it should be easier to hold specific persons accountable for accomplishing
certain tasks.
They can also be censured by being voted out of office, which
is not. possible with the kgotla structure.
It· itl- within the realm of··project implementation that the necessity of the role of the VDC as the executive
arm of thekgotla becom~s apparent.
Evaluation.
The VDC may initiate the evaluation
However, in the end it must
facts, soliciting opinions.
kgotla for public discussion.

process--gathering
again turn to the

In addition to those recommendations pertaining to headmen, which will
have the effect of strengthening the VDC through increased cooperation with
the kgotla, the following policy recommendations have been made to government.
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1) That the Rural Development Council expedite the implementation of Local
Government Structure Commission recommendations 7.15,7 .16, and 7.22
by supporting the Ministry of Local Government and Lands' eff'Orts to
revise the job~scriptions-Of Assistant CommunitY Development Officers toE;;phUize Village Development Committees with explicit .dUtIes
theretO listed. [MLGL]
-One reason for the weak state of extension support is that ACDOs are asked
to do too many and too ·variousthings • Further, .they do not ·know what· it is
they are supposed to do to help VDCs.
This reconunendation should help them
focus their energies effectively.

2) It is recommended that MLGL expedite the implementation ofLGSC recommend;tions 7.14 and 7.15 by revising theVDChandbook with"aPpropriately . detai~sectloIlSOnstructures, -proc;dures,·· .respo~ilities of
personnel and bookkeeping-; and involvement of traditional authoritY:[MLGL]

This should provide . additional structure to assist ACDOs in working with
the VDCs.
3) RDC should advise Rural Extension. Coordinating Committee/MLGLto pro-

ducea single, simplified bookkeeping system to be used by aillocal
organizations and to institute a training/aUdit s~c;- for VDCs •
[MLGL]

Prompt implementation and follow-up of this recommendation is crucial for
resolving the very critical problem of financial. accountability and credibility, which most if not all .modern organizations.· face.
4) It is recommended that District Councils and the appropriate ministries
eipedite.the del~ga:tiOn of authority toVDCs in the form of LGl7 Block
Grants. I6[MLGL]
--- -- --- - - LGl7 is a first and important step in devolving authority to local organizations.
Without such authority ,neither the members nor other villagers
will take them seriously and they will fail to be effective.
5) It is recommended that the VDC as the ··pri.ncipal subcommittee of .the
Kg6£Ta be. the locai--rnstTtUtIOilthroU9h .which . government consult~i~
are initiated and that the VDC be>responsible for endorsing and ~ 
<rrnating village-deveIOp-ment-pro);cts •••..•••.. [MLGL]
This recommendation is intended·· to .strengthen the ties between the VDC
and kgotla, place theVDC in the position of acting as the executive arm of
the kgotla, and bring about coordination of development activities at the
village level.

16.

LG17 block grants are provided toVDCsfor self-help projects-
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6) Government should involve local communities in the evaluation of the
performance of extension workers. [RECC]
It has been suggested that this can most effectively be done through the
VDCs, thus widening the scope of their·authority •

•

Chapter, 4

OTHER MODERN ORGANIZATIONS

This category covers a mixed bag· of organizations--from producers and
consumer cooperatives to farmers committees , from women' sgroups to the PTA.
Some of these organizations have old roots.
PTAs, for instance, stem from the
Tribal· School Committees organize,d in 1931 which had major responsibilities
for running local schools (Dumbrell 1933).
PTAshave remained .ac}ive in many
areas. Hunnes (1980:106) found in Tsabongthat 54 percent of those who participated in village development had been involved in a school-related activity.
The PTA had built a library, · dividing the village into two working groups for
the task.
Vengroff (1972 :95-101) described a highly. mobilized PTA which represented the concerns of parents to an unresponsive Council staff.
He also
found statistically. significant differences between the attitudes and behavior
of members of organizations and nonmembers. (Vengroff 1972: 223-24) •
Organization members were more likely than nonmembers to think that the Council and
VDC did more to help the village than the chief '. or headmani to feel that village problems should be taken to the Councilor VDCrather than to the chief

or headmanito have worked on self-help projects.and to have done so to improve
the village, not just for the food; and to intend to work on self-help projects
in the future.
Cooperatives, VDC, BCW, PTA, YWCA, and Burial Societies were
the biggest organizations, in that order (Vengroff 1972 :221. ) Kooijman (1978:
118 ) remarked that football clubs and burial societies were the strongest
organizations in Bokaa.
Odell (1982: 10) found that . between 4 and 22 percent
of his sample attended meetings of such organizations frequently, with the PTA
drawing the most and the YWCA the least people.
It is not uncommon to find modern organizations connected in someway .• to
more traditional organizations.
Uhlenbeck·. and Kocken (1980: 109) found that
burial societies were frequently based on regiments.
Holm (1972: 86) pointed
out that royals were • .• ·often elected' to office.
Henderson (1974: 245-54) noted
that borehole syndicates were often organized onaward basis.
Willet (1981) has written exhaustively on the subject of agricultural
groups. His report should be consulted for information on such groups.
The following modern organizations were found in survey villages:
1. Parent-Teachers Associations are generally responsible for hiring
and paying the school cook; raising .£,unds for transporting children
to competitions; building and/or rnaintaining classrooms, school kitchens, school fences, and/or. teachers quarters.
Often,. but not always,'
the PTA is - a strong organization.•
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2. Farmers Committees are in theory coordinating bodies
agricultural groups but often exist without function.

for

other

3. Borehole Syndicates are associations of private individuals whooperate 'and maintain a borehole for the general purpose of watering
livestock.

..

4. Water Groups!Dam Groups operate and maintain
sometimes has been provided by the government •

a

water

point

5. Dip Tank Groups build, operate and maintain a
government help.

dip tank,

which

,

6. Spray Race Groups build,
with government help.

operate,

and maintain a

7. Dosing Groups cooperatively dose' stock
disease.

(usually

spray

often with

race,

often

smalls~ock) against

8. Bmallstock Committees organize materials for the care of smallstock.
9. Fencing Groups build drift fences.
10. 4-B Clubs,
generally comprised of schoolchildren led by school
teachers,' undertake mostly gardening (apparently, on the whole, 'unsuccessfUlly), crafts, and traditional dancing.
11. Bakery Groups are formed by individuals who are trying to establish
a bakery.
12. Botswana

Council

of

Women,

a

national

organization

with

village

branches,organize~lassesand activities in home-making skills such

as cooking, knitting, and sewing, but are generally are small or defunct.
13. Young Women' s Christian Association, a national organization with
village branches , also focuses on home-making skills--cooking, knitting I sewing--and also is usually small or defunct.
Where the YWCA
and BeWare in the same village, they seem to spend much of their
energies fighting with each other.
14. Political Parties are rarely found in the villages.
exist, they place their efforts on fund-raising~
15. Red Cross cares
'iiiOribund.

for

destitutes;

Where they

do

the organization is often small or

16. Village
Health
Committees
organize
home
visits
and
encourage
village sanitation; they are often small but occasionally vigorous.
17. Burial Societies provide mutual funds to pay for burials
for more details).

(see below

-----~-----

~4--;O----5----------------------------

18. Thrift and Loan Societies are savings associations.
19. Cooperative Marketing Societies,
stock, suffer·•• staffing problems.

generally

20. Social Welfare Committees are responsible
are generally small.or moribund.

centered

for

the

around

live-

destitutes

and

21. Consumer Cooperative Societies Suffer staff problems.
22. Popular Theater Committees put
populace) on request.

on . plays

23. Youth Associations are general
development.

groups

(intended

intended ·to

to

mobilize

involve youth

the

in

24. Producers' Associations are rare.
j

25. Churches and church groups are numerous, splintered and active.

General Observations
It is very difficult to generalize about these organizations, as their
effectiveness varies considerably from place to place.
An ·organization which
is non-existent or ineffective in one place ,may be. the strongest. organization
in a village elsewhere.
For details on any particular kind of organization,
the district reports should be consulted.
Even then, it would still be necessary to take a systematic look at the organizations in any specific village
where work is contemplated.
With this warning, a few generalizations can be made about .these organizations.
1) A very small proportion of th.e population is involved in these organizations. Only 4-8 percent of the. adult village population·· attended the average
meeting.
However, it should be noted. that these . organizations are notnecessarily geared toward large memberships.
This does not include the churches
which, although they are very active, are rarely involved in developmentactivities.
Some cooperatives are the sole exceptions to the low participation
in these organizations.
Forty percent of one village turned out for a cooperative meeting, the highest turnout for any meeting held during the period
May-August 1982.
(See table 11.)
2) Most villages suffer from modern organizational over-kill.
When
someone wants to do something in a village, starting a new organization seems
almost a knee-jerk reaction.
Most villages are littered with the bodies of
moribund committees and organizations. A moratorium on> new organizations might
well be considered, and ·instead the· capacity of existing organizations to perform other roles· should be examined.
For .•· ·example, instead of setting up a
Social \velfare Committ.ee,the ACDO could approach wardheads or churches.
Instead of forming anew youth association every six months, interested students

TABLE .11
Meetings of other Modern Organizations in Study Villages During 12-WeekObservation Perioda

Village 1

Village 2

Village 3

Village 4

Village 5

Village 6

Village 7

Number of meetings

2

9

6

none

7

17

3

Average attendance

23

33

25

14

41

12

Average % populationb
Range

%

populationb

8%

6-10%

6%
1-40%

4%-

4%

1-5%

3:-4%

7%
1-19%

3%
1-6%
~
(j)

Percent attended by:
Headman
AD
ACDO
FWE

50%

11%

16%

50%

76%

33%

100%

55%

16%

0

0

0

55%

66%

14%

11%

0

35%

83%

86%

64%

100%

0
100%

Head teacher

0

0

16%

86%

47%

33%

Councillor

0

0

33%

28%

64%

33%

Outsiders

0

33%

16%

0

29%

0

a Northeast a~dCentral Districts.
b Assumes Village population is one-third adults.
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could work with the - 4-B.
Perhaps there. could.be an · all-purpose Women 's Club
instead of a rival BCW and YWCA.
National organizations could be gently persuaded to assist cooperation and development in the rural areas instead of
fostering dissension and competition between groups.
3) The level of active participation is highest in modern voluntary organizations.
In Northeast and Central.District study villages, 54 percent of the
men and, 30 percent of the women attending these meetings spoke.
Of course, it
is in women '. s organizations that women are freest to participate.
Further,
people belong to these organizations . because they want to, ·for reasons of interest or prestige, or for other benefits.
4) Where someone is held accountable for his or her activity, these organizations can be very effective.
The most spectacular organizational fe'at
during the research period involved the Northeast. District Sports and. Music
Competitions.
(These competitions are held in each district.)
Villagers all
over the district organized funds, chaperones, food, and transport for hundreds
of children to attend this event. The crucial factor was constant pressure and
support from the head teachers, whose standing with colleagues . was at stake.
(Apparently a good time is had by all, or parents would not duplicate this feat
year after year.) One wonders whether, if ADs and ACDOs were.· subject to similar peer-group pressure, the . status of other village organizations might be
different.
5) These organizations hav~ a potential for reaching special interest
groups.
Agricultural projects would mosts'ensibly be channeled through the
Farmers Committees; women's projects, through the Women's Club.
TheVDCcould
playa coordinating function.
(See chapter 3.)
It is worth taking a special look· at burial societies, which are most
prevalent in Kgatleng District.
Members· of these societies contribute to a
pool of money which is used to pay for the·. burial of the member and selected
family members.
Members must attend the funerals of other members of the
society.
In contrast to most other organizations, these societies arecharacterized by a very high attendance rate· (failure to ~ttend is punished) and by
an apparent absence of misuse of funds.
The very same people who are members
of these exemplary organizations are also ··the • . members of other organizations
characterized by apathy, disorder, and misuse of . funds.
The explanation for
the latter state of affairs thus is clearly not in .the· character of the individuals involved, as they behave quite differently in burial societies.
The answer seems to lie instead in the fact that burial. societies create
mutual obligations and mutual benefits.
Their operation is similar to the
everyday acts. of neighborly assistance • which .characterize much· of rural life.
Indeed, burial societies·- were . begun not by some outside exten- sion worker,
but by the people thems--eIres·· to sO'iVe ~h-err- •own needs .11
Some of the
elements of Western organization are . found in. Burial Societies.
For example I
society money is generally·kept ina bank account and proper records are kept.

17.
It is this which is the most crucial factor.
by AeDOs in other districts have failed miserably-

Burial societies begun
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But these practices are tools to facilitate the goals of the society, not ends
in themselves.
Some lessons can be learned from burial societies.
First ,these groups
control a resource which is clearly theirs--their own money.
On occasion government has tried to put into the hands of a small group of . people what is
considered to be a communal resource.
This is a sure way of generating con....
flict.
Second, these groups are relatively small and membership. is clearly
defined.
It is much easier to exercise social control in a small group than a
large one.
It is almost impossible to exercise social control when membership
is as ambiguous as it is inmost ostensibly community-wide organizations in
which one does not have to declare oneself "in."
In such organizations the
lines of responsibility and obligation' are blurred.
Third, mutual effort is
necessary for the mutual benefit, and that benefit is very important to the
members.
If PEJople do not consider the benefit from group action important to
them, their participation will beat best minimal.
The classic example is the
nearly universal disinterest i:Q building kgotla latrines.
Further, people
who' can obtain the same benefit with the same or less effort on their own are
unlikely to participate. Finally, because the benefit is important and obtainable only through mutual action, members see to it that other members fulfill
their obligations.
They themselves will lose if other members shirk their
duties.
other modern organizations can be expected to assist in most phases of
small specialized projects. Farmers Committees have already been mentioned as
groups through which problems and projects concerning agriculture can be and
are identified.
Similarly, because these groups are small and therefore more
easily mobilized, they might well be involved in project implementation.
The constant danger is that where these organizations are small and ener....
getic, outsiders will find them more congenial to work with.
This tendency
could allow small mobilized groups of people to capture a disproportionate
share .of available resources.
Another factor to beware is that these groups
sometimes represent various village .factions.
The unwary worker may end ··up
trapped in the clutches of a single faction wondering why the rest of the village will not work with him/her.
Yet another factor is that, with theexception of the Farmers Committee, these organizations are village-based and
village-focused.
Thus, they are less functional during the plowingseaso.n,
and permanent lands residents are rarely members.
Projects for permanent
residents at the lands will have to be handled directly through the Farmers
Committee or occasionally through the kgotla.
Finally, it is frequently
only the elite who have the time or inclination to join these groups.
The
interests of the poor may be so incompatible with the interests of the more
affluent on some issues that these organizations cannot be used.
In such a
case, a new organization may be called for.
Strengthening the Role of Other Modern Organizations in Development
The roles which these organizations can be expected to play are like
those which theVDC might be expected to undertake except on a smaller I more
particular scale. The major problem is to get these organizations to focus on
specific issues in a constructive way.
If the VDC, as recommended, undertakes
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a coordinating function, much overlap and squabbling maybe reduced.
also been recommended:

It has

1) That any new program or project calling for the establishment of permanent organizations at the village .
lev.el·
and·
- . be
- . subject to approval -.coordination by RECC. [MLGL]

--_.

-

This is not intended to discourage grass-roots initiatives.
It is intended to prevent the proliferation of hollow organizations formed as often as
not to simulate activity or to lighten an extension worker's work load.
2) That with immediate effect, Social Welfare Committees and Village
HeaTth---CC>mmittees where they exi.st be merged into a single Health and
Welfare Subcommittee of the VDC. [MLGL]
---- This will __eliminate at least one point of overla~and> friction.

ChapterS
GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT·. IN COMMUNAL DEVELOPMENT

Some civil servants and politicians may from time
to time lose touch with the real needs of the
people • • • •
'[SirSeretse Khama (1971:14).]

Despite wide ethnic. and geographical variations, the state of local institutions across the country was remarkably similar.
The factor which all
areas had in common and which·is probably the major source of this similarity
is government intervention.
Four factors are important here: the nature of
governmental links, the imposition of priorities and organizational forms, the
bureaucratization of action, and the lack of coordination within gov~rnment.

Community-Governmental Links
As a general rule, participation, particularly in kgot'la meetings, is
largely passive.
This is consistent with the prevalent style of government
communication, generally a top-down lecturing approach which does not encourage
questioning. Even those officers who are sincerely interested in participation
by the people often do not have the skills to put people .at their ease and
elicit communication.
There ·aretwo· unfortunate results of this style.
One
is that government does not know what people .arethinking. This lack of knowledge sometimes leads to inappropriate ,unpopular, and unsuccessful programs.
Second, villagers are often equally in the·dark about what goyernmentofficials
are trying to tell them.
All channels of .communication seem subject to this
difficulty.
Sometimesa· letter (generally .inEnglish) ,is sent to the head
teacher to translat"e and read to the people.
The·. resulting message is sometimes garbled.
(Isaksen etal. [1980:62] noted the ineffectiveness of sending
a letter.)
Sometimes an. officer who does not speak the local language addresses the people with the aid .of an interpreter.
Anyone who has done this
knows the sinking feeling that comes fromihaving a one-minute explanation
translated into three words.
The confusion. which . arises from this method is
nearly boundless.
But even when a speaker of the local language delivers the
message, people can and do misunderstand.
The concept may be difficult to
grasp and people may be> afraid to ask the questions.
Or the officer may say
too much at once, going into detail before the general principle is understood
or accepted.
People may interpret the message according to inappropriate expectations.
If people do not like the message, they may also deliberately
misunderstand.
One way to reduce these situations is for government officers
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to master communication techniques which encourage and facilitate the ac~tive
participation of villagers in discussing the message.
However, Picard's (1977:426, 596-87) finding that most government officials (both council and district administration) see their roles in terms of
keeping the peace and maintenance administration does not offer much hope that
they will assume the more active, development-oriented roles suggested here.
The problem is not only the way officials define their roles, but also the way
they perceive villagers.
In a 1982 meeting, an official whom the very villagers he was talking about would have described as a "young boy" characterized
villagers as being too irresponsible to be allowed the use of public 'buildings
witho1J,t a thorough prior investigation by council employees.
Here, of course,
is a classic case of the clash between the traditional system of status based
on age and the new system based, amo_ng other things, on education and wealth.
J

Vengroff (1972: 95-10 0) descri'bes a case of such attitudes in action. When
the Council Education Secretary, without prior notification and for no apparent
reason, abruptly transferred 100 children in mid-term from one primary school
to another, more remote one, the parents protested actively through the PTA
and their councillors, presenting seven objective and valid reasons for their
opposition.
One of the parents' major grievances was that the transfer would
almost certainly ensure that their children would fail theall-important Standard 7 exam which students must pass in order to enter secondary school. While
one might expect this to be' applaUded as an example of responsible civic involvement, the Education Secretary .told the parents that they had no right to
oppose the action and accused them of being "petty, ignorant, ,and argumentative." The issue eventually was taken up in a meeting attended by the MPsand
various Council employees.
In a closed meeting, held before the parents> were
allowed to enter , the Education Secretary convinced his colleagues that the
parents were "ignorant" and did not understand "modern" ways, and the parents'
plea was rejected out of hand.
But the mobiliza;tion of parents around the
veryllmodern "value of education was in fact an indication of their modernity
and lack of ignorance.
It is difficult not to conclude that the decision on
the part of these government officials was a clear indication of theirpropensity t9 ignore the facts and follow their prejudices • One of the results of
this experience was to alienate the people' from the government.
In theory every village has two people whose duty it is to present their
views to the government--the Member of Parliament and the councillor. Although
there are MPs who have led development in their, areas, the MP who plays anactive part in village life is the exception.
Some villages ,have not seen their
MPs for years.
The beqavior of the more locally based councillors is not much different.
twenty-two councillors studied, five (possibly six) were actively involved in the village.
(See table 12.) One actually led development efforts
in his village.
Since the activitj}es of one councillor were almost consistently destructive, the most optimistic assessment is that 23 percent, of the
Of the
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TABLE 12
Participation of Councillors in Village Affairs

VILLAGE

PARTICIPATION

I

no participation

2

comes four times a year

3

no visit in thirteen-week observation period

4

visits only with MP

5

does not consult regularly; she has good relations with village women

6

seldom seen in<the village

7

attends all kgotla meetings,
too much on his own village

8

fully participates, sometimes dominatesitakes side of villagers

9

initiated "Central VDC"j no participation with VET

but

people

complain

he

concentrates

10

no participation

11

no participation; seldom seen

12

visits only with dignitaries

13

little participation. in village activities i little representation of
village concerns,
a
electedi no participation
a
nominatedi very active but considered destructive
a
electedi very active, leads development activities
. ..
a
nomlnatedi j attends only political meetings

14
15
16
17

village

19

elected;a no participation
a
nominatedi
little participation, generally negative

20

elected;a no involvement

21

·
1 vement
nominated; a no lnvo

22

elected; a rarely
tion or feedback

18

attends

any

but political meetings;

no consulta-

a Between 1969 and 1981, a. member of the ruling BDP party was nominated by
the national government in ever:! constituency where the opposition candidate
was elected.
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councillors actively represented their villages. 18
It should be noted that
councillors represent mor·e that one village, which causes logistical problems.
Of the thirty-eight kgotla meetings held in seven villages in Northeast and
Central Districts over a three-month period, twenty were attended by councillors.
In seven of these meetings, the councillor was simply in the entourage
of a senior government official or the MP.
If these essentially ceremonial
meetings are excluded, councillors attended 41 percent of thekgotla meetings.
In three villages the councillor attended no working kgotla meeting
at all in a three-month period. Councillors attended six of the seventeen VDC
meetings (35 percent) held during this period. 19
Since the research took
place during the time of year when travel is easiest and when there is little
or no agricultural work, it seems unlikely that councillors would attend more
meetings at other times.
" In short ,upward channels of communication from rural residents to ,governmentat both the district and the national level seem to function poorly.
At times the gap seems as large as it formerly was between rural people and
those who literally did not know their language or culture.
The Imposition of Priorities and Organizational Forms
Many of the modern organizations in the village are established byextension workers who are trained to set up Western-style organizations.
These
forms are often inappropriate.
Extension workers might be trained instead to
I?-urture and -adapt local organizational forms, helping villagers to learn new
skills as necessary.
Government also imposes its own priorities for action on villages, sometimes unintentionally.
Use of the VDC Handbook asa catalog of projects resulted in the construction of guest houses and kgotla latrines in many places
because it was assumed that that was whatVDCs were supposed to do. Government

18. In the Northeast District, a BOP councillor is nominated in every place
that an opposition councillor is elected (see Daily News, 10 November 1969).
This practice has caused considerable confusion and bitterness.
Because of
this double representation in Northeast, the 22 councillors --actually represented only 18 villages.
Thus, although only 22 percent of the councillors
actively represented their constituency, 28 percent of the villages were represented by an active councillor.
The councillors cannot be entirely faulted
for their failure to act as advocates for their constituents.
In the case of
the school transfer cited above, the two councillors vigorously represented
the valid complaints of their constituents "until it was made clear to them
that further opposition on their part would be interpreted as an attack on the
rUling party" (Vengroff 1972:100).
19. It should be noted that, unlike VDC,members, councillors are reasonably
well paid. They receive a responsibility allowance of P3,OOO per year, a ward
allowance of P300 per year plus a sitting allowance of PIO per day for each
council meeting, a subsistence allowance of P5per day, and a travel allowance
at government rates.
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programs often determine priorities because the money is available for the
program activity and not for something else, or because the extension worker
is pushing that activity.
Sometimes government·may.intentionallysubstitute its priorities for that
of the village.
In· one case inthel982 drought, a village submitted an approved self-help project for funding under the drought-relief ·labor~intensive
works program.
The project was rejected by the District Council DroughtRelief Committee in favor of another.
The result was the complete abandonment
of the village project and the implementation of the project Council desired.
(This point will be raised again in the discussion of the demise of self-help.)
The village could have continued the original project on a self-help basis but
dropped it in the face of funding for something else. Whether this was typical
of the some 282 villages where projects were begun is unknown.
It is, however,
a danger-to be noted.
An additional problem is that the training of extension<workers generally
equips them with an agenda of priorities the villagers do not share, but which
often get implemented if only temporar ily • ACDOs, for example, set up Social
Welfare Committees to identifydestitutes and distribute food and clothing to
them.
The establishment of these committees seems· to reflect the priorities
of the AeDOs and not the villagers, for they generally fade from the scene in
rather short order.
Sometimes the imposition of priorities results in a benefit to the village
and sometimes such priorities are harmless.
But the imposition of priorities
does not develop a village's capacity.toset priorities or to .act on the basis
of those priorities, and it may instill a sense of helplessness.
Conlin
(1978:5) found that government-sponsored institutions were perceived primarily
in terms of services, and that people did' not feel any· sense of control over
these institutions or that there were any opportunities for asserting themselves or taking the. initiative.
Isaksenet ale (1980:4S-46) found that the
high construction standards for government projects had a negative effect on
villagers' sense of worth and their ability to undertake projects. They quoted
one villager who said, "These shabby, small buildings are ,demonstrating the
uselessness of our projects."
Finally, the establishment of such ephemeral. organizations as the Social
Welfare Committee adds to the store of cynicism about organizations in general.
On the whole, the infrastructure and services provided through governmentinitiated action are of positive value.
The •serious question to be raised is
whether in the long run the detrimental· effects ·of undermining local initiatives and self-confidence wl-llnot have an even greater negative value.

The Bureaucratization of Action
Any organi'zationwhich moves large amounts of money and employs large
numbers of people must adopt standardized ways of operating_
These usually
involve the keeping of written records, universal standards, formal set procedures, and, almost inevitably while the proceeding is underway, delay-
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When governmental bodies control the money, rural residents must meet the
bureaucratic standards if they are to benefit from such largesse.
They must
learn to estimate quantities and costs of materials, to fill in forms, to find
an advocate for their case, and to wait.
For communities used toconsensus-based, more informal, and sometimes more immediate forms of action, theserequirements may involve considerable adjustment.
Bitterness can result when a
community believes that it has fulfilled all requirements and, from some vast
bureaucratic distance, the answer "no" comes back. In this process, government
would do well" to ensure that' delays are minimized, 20' that rejectio'ns are not
capricious, and that decisions are thoroughly explained at. the village level
by the officer who made the determination.
Finnigan (1976:27) noted that it could take up toa year and a half before
funds were obtained, by which time enthusiasm for a project had waned and/or
new priorities had emerged.
Isaksen" et al. (1980:49, 54,119, 121).devoteda
great deal of attention to the effects of bureaucratic failure in their evaluation of LG17.
They report, for instance, long delays and the loss of files.
(They are not the first to wonder about the mysterious things registries do to
files and incoming mail.) Similarly they found:
A.fter long delays the villagers were informed that their applications
were rejected, sometimes without any explanation, or because of "lack of
funds. II The latter can hardly be true, sinceunderspending of funds, not
the opposite, is the problem in most districts.
Often applications were
not responded to at all by the Council, leaving the villagers in
confusion.
(Isaksen et al.1980:54.)
They also noted that occasionally there were abrupt shifts in policy on what
projects

might

be

funded,

which

left

villagers

with

their

plans

suddenly

useless.
The Lack of Accountability
On the whole, it must be said that neither central nor district government
responds quickly or effectively to community development initiatives.
There
are no figures on the average delay experienced by villages.
However, a few
examples will provide a sense of the frustration and cynicism which characterize the relationship between government and many villages.
OneVDCdecided to build a school.
It raised funds and organized selfhelp labor.
The Council then informed the village that this activity should
stop, as Council would build a school the' following year.
A. year after the

20. Isaksen et ale (1980:55, 115) recommended, for example, that the person
responsible for processing LGl7formshave a IIfixed time limit, not exceeding
one month~ in dealing with the applications and coordinating ,the input from
other departments ,before it is submitted for approval. II
His team found at
least 30 applications in one district dating back to 1975 on which no action
had been taken:
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VDC had stopped at Council's instructions, there was no sign of a school, and
the rumors were that plans for their school had been cancelled. The community
is currently very cynical about . Council and.· its promises.
A second VDC initiated and AEIO (agricultural self-help) project with
total community support. The ·entire community ·.. undertook the first part of the
project on a self-help basis.
An. application for government funds was made
for materials to complete the project with. self-help labor.
District authorities approved the plan. which,becausethe area was remote, had to· be· approved
in Gaborone.
In . early January the request was hand-carried to Gaborone with
the confident expectation on everyone' spart that it would be immediately
approved and the materials could immediately be sent to the community.
The
project was rejected.
Everyone was stunned.
Some suggested that the project
was rejected because of prejudice· against the Basarwe.
Generally the story would end here.
But in this case the community had
advocates in Gaborone.
After···long discussions and rewriting the proposal to
clarify very minor points, •• the project was approved in August--eight months
after the original submission.
By December, most but not.all of the necessary
materials had arrived.
By this point the. community had become involved in
drought-relief work.
The result was that a community initiative had been
crushed by government prejudice, insensitivity and inertia.
The lack of accountability is never so clear as when individual officers
are clearly remiss in their duties and cause PFoblems for villages. One unfortunate example of this occurred when a council· officer toured villages telling
villagers what to do to obtain drought-relief money.
The villagers, who were
in increasingly desperate straits, did as they were told.
However, the instructions were quite inaccurate, a result of the . fact that the officer was
drunk.
Some time later, other council officials told . the villagers that they
were very sorry, but the money was not authorized.
The villagers, who felt
they had been authorized by a council officer, who.had arrived ina council
truck driven by a council driver, were quite angry.
It should be noted that
the officer responsible was not removed from service, nor was he . demoted, nor
was he required to make· an apology to the. villagers.
In no way was he held
accountable for his actions.
It is small wonder that villagers are suspicious
of government, as they are all too often the losers in the complexities of
bureaucratic proceedings.
Why is the government response so poor?
Sometimes the problem is the
lack of competence or dedication of the . officers. concerned.
Often the difficulty is that many officers, particularly at the di·strictlevel, are overextended.
(This problem is . aggravated by . the assumption that drought is
exceptional situation--an. addition to the . normal workload.
The assumption
should be that drought is the normal situation for which to be prepared and
that the extra time available in other years is a bonus.)
The major defect,
rhetoric to the contrary, is that responding to villages is at the bottom of
everyone's priorities.
Why? For the simple reason that literally> no
lagers.
Villagers do not h~re, evaluate, promote,
cials.
Failure to submit a plan, attend a meeting,
minister's plane can have a negative effect on an

one is accountable to vilor fire governmentaloffiwrite a report, or meet a
officer's career.
Failure
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to respond toa village cannot.
Until someone is made accountable tovillag-ers, no one will listen to them.
The place to start is probably with the
village-based extension cadres. If these people were accountable to villagers,
they might use their links to government to advocate on behalf of the village.
One would then hope for accountability from higher levels ofgovernment--the
DETs, the RECC, and so on.
Gunderson (1971 :297-98) remarked that the failure of rural Batswana to
understand present governing situations allowed officials "to make administrative decisions without having to bargain or compromise with" them.
Isaksen et
ale (1980: 60 ) noted the problems of frequE?nt transfers, which lead to lack of
continuity and probably of accountability as well.

The Lack of Coordinit ion within Government
Most villagers see govern~ent, be it district administration, district
council, or the national government, as a great, undifferentiated mass.
Governmentis just government.
It is not difficult to imagine the confusion that
ensues when many government officials arrive with as many different, sometimes
conflicting, messages. The wonder of it all is that vil1agersareascooperativeandtolerant as they are with an institution which appears to behave in
such a mad fashion.
Clearly if village institutions are to function effectively ,the constituent parts of government must pull together and see to it that
fewer and more consistent messages are delivered to the villages.

Improving the Quality of Government Involvement in Communal Development
Elsewhere in this report, recommendations have been made about the devolution of authority to local institutions and about charigesin the manner with
which government officials interact with these institutions.
However, thehuman face of the government which most villagers see on a daily basis is that
of the local extension worker.
The training ,action, and attitude of these
workers are critical to the success of communal development efforts.
Detailed
recommendations on these issues have been approved by theRDC and presented to
theRECC for implementation.
These can be found in "Towards Improving Extension Services in Botswana" (RECC 1983).

Chapter 6
OTHER· ISSUES

Self-Help

"

The information on self-help is presented chronologically to demonstrate
that the problems of lowparticipation.experienced in 1982-83 were by no means
new.
Part of the war effort .•. undertaken in the then-Protectorate of Bechuanaland in the 1940s was.theestablishment ofa system of "war lands" where extra
grain was to be grown.
It was rapidly discovered that it wasn~cessary to have
full-time "watchers" over this land who werepaid.in kind. Thecorrespondence
on the subject is emphatic that they not be paid in cash lest such payments
interfere with the custom of free tribal··labor.
(See ·Resident Commissioner to
all DCs,08/16/43 ,SA 298/4/1-6.) In 1947, Schapera noted the decline of the
regimental system:
It is generally true, that among the • Tswana , people. nowadays are often
openly critical of the chiefs, and show comparatively little enthusiasm
for regimental labor and other traditional obligations of tribal citizenship.
Labor migration has contributed to this attitude especially by
spreading the idea that people should be paid for their services •
But
this is by no means the only factor responsible.
The personal character
of the chief, and the political intrigues of his relatives have much to
do with the degree of respect in which he is held.
(Schapera 1947a:17l.)
In 1954 it was stated that the regimental system no longer operated
(S408/10) •
In 1964 Kuper found that the . lack of immediate material rewards
reduced the turnout for community projects: "There was little support for
fining absentees--this had been tried in •. the .·past and failed.
Nor were the
young men moved by the labors of the old.
It . . was commonplace at the time to
see three or four elderly· men shifting the •. building materials without assistance" (1970:118-19).
Interestingly ·enough, Kuper states that this problem
was solved temporarily by • • the . Ipelegeng program (which provided food for work)
but that it remai.neda major stumbling block.
In one village , he found that
even the borehole was in poor repair because the villagers were unable to
organize self-help labor.
Vengroff (1972: 93-94) reported that . councillors from more remote areas
resented the fact that residents of the major Village could get projects without a self-help contribution.
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In 1973 the minutes of a Northeast District Development Committee meeting
noted the complaints of the Regional AgriculturalOffider: "Although it is
essential that people be willing to provide voluntary labor [if a significant
amoun.t of rural development is to take place], one often finds that little or
no amount of this voluntary labor is forthcoming from some villages." He referredspecifically to the problems faced by the Dam EuildingUnit , which has
had to pay village people for all of the unskilled labor that they have provided thus far, in spite of the fact that they had originally agreed to work
for nothing.
"The Council Secretary stated that it was becoming exceedingly
difficult for Council to obtain a 25% self-help element in all projects as is
currently being demanded by most aid donors" (COlE II).
Flood (1974) described self-help activities across the country ,most involving construction of schools, dams, teachers quarters, fences.
In many of
his examples, there was a strong personality, a chief or councillor (male or
female) or headman, responsible for getting people to turnout.
He pointed
out the need for acknowledging the importance of traditional leaders even when
others were responsible for the effort and organization.
HealsotIbid. : 48)
raised a rather interesting point, . quoting a Council chairman who. felt that
the legacy of the regimental system is that people do not know how to act on
their own initiative.
Especially .pertinent to this is his description of the
organization of an ongoing self-help project on a ward basis by an energetic
chief backed by an equally energetic Community Development Assistant (Ibid. :35).
"The seven wards in the village were each assigned one day in the week in
which to be responsible for thegar.den, the chief I sward takingthefirst. n
These arrangements ,however, broke down with the departure oftheCDAand the
eventual death of the chief.
Holm (1972: 83) noted that
The public now so associates fOdd distribution with the community development officers that often when the Department proposes a project without
the inducement of food, the project is viewed as exploitation by the villagers.
In one district only one communit.ydevelopmentproject was completedwithout Food for Work by 1971.
In this case it turned out that
the villagers assumed they would receive the food when the project was
completed. They were very bitter when their reward ~idnot arrive.
In 1978 Conlin (1978:8) found that people who said they had worked on
self-help had actually participated in food-for-work.
In ·1980 Uhlenbeckand
Kocken (1980:105) found it hard to identify recent communal projects. The same
year Hunnes (1980 :106-107) found that 26 percent of his sample in Letlhakeng
and 45 percent in Tutume said they did not know who should initia.tevillage
development.
However, Grant (1980:45) points out that
it was . non-governmental inspiration and effort which created the first
libraries, the first cooperative society, the first community centres,
the first dental clinics, the museums, paid for the first modern village
water supply improvement projects·, created the Brigade movement, the first
real afforestation schemes, assisted the disabled, opened the first book
ShOpsithefirst publicly owned marketing agency for handicrafts and which
first introduced< applied technologies.
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Not "all these were totally or even partially self-help, but they do offer
a reminder that dependence on government has "not been total, even recently.
Isaksen et ale (1980:20, 87) considered<self-help in the context of LG17,
a source of funds for •. small VDC self-help . projects.
Among their points is
that centralized district planning and "plannedness" in general are "contrary
to the impulsive character of self-help • "
The problem of bureaucratic delay,
discussed above, similarly •. runscontrary to this characteristic of self-help.
They also point out that it is perfectly legitimate to think in terms of "temporary infrastructure. II For example, ···.if a village has an immediate felt need
for a clinic, there is .no reason why they should. not go ahead and build one,
even if a "proper". clinic is to be built under LG20within a few years. Building such a clinic would meet the community need when it was felt and keep
alive the spirit of self-help. Once the proper clinic. is built, the self-help
building could
converted to another purpose.

pe

Today self-help is still.· something people understand and by and large
approve of.
Sixty-five •. percent <oia sample of .villagers in· Northeast District
and 50 percent ofthe.village leaders said there was nothing bad about selfhelp.
Similarly Zufferey (1982:10) foundthat7f;> percent and 84 percent of
samples in two Tswapong villages considered self-help to be important, and 89
percent and 81 percent of the villagers, respectively, were· ready to participate in self-help activities.
However, over the years, as .noted above I there has been a divergence
between the definition of self-help by government officials and by villagers.
Most government officials consider self-help to be projects to which villagers
contribute their labor for free. 'Villagerswouldagree that working on their
own projects constitutes self-help.
However, increasingly they expect to get
paid for it.
As . the literature indicates, this divergence has its source in
the increasing monetarization of the economy, in the recent history of drought
relief, and in the behavior of government officials in the village.
There has been , as elsewh~re, an increasing . trend toward monetarization
of the Botswana economy at all levels, which has involved the replacement of
reciprocal rights and obligations with cash ..transactions.
This has had a negative effect on the willingness to work for free.
Under the Food-for-Work program and· the • later Labor-Intensive DroughtRelief Programs, villagers either received food or were paid nominal sums for
undertaking public works.
These projects were the same kind of work which had
been done previously on a self-help basis.
If.there was a drought, one was
paid.
If the rains were good, one did the same work for free.
With each recurrence of drought, thedefinitionalwaters •·.•··became a. bit more muddied, until
finally, in' the minds of: many villagers, food for work" and~elf-help became
hopelessly intertwined.
When people in five..Northeast District villages· >were
asked about self-help projects , 34 percent of the villagers and 21 percent of
the village leaders. identified food-for-workprojects as self-help..
Fifteen
percent of the villagers said •that the . goodthing . about self-help. is that you
receive mealie meal or pay.
Even those who/use·· the government definition do
not necessarily think it is just. Twenty percent of the villagers and 29 percent of the leaders said that the bad thing/about self-help was that there was
no pay (or low pay) or no individual benefit.
Villagers are not unwilling to
i
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workc,but increasingly they feel they should be paid for their efforts.
This
feeling cannot help but intensify when they see people in the towns and major
villages receiving services with no physical effort on their part.
(The fact
that town dwellers pay taxes and utility rates may not be known by villagers
or may not seem to justify the disproportionate amount of services provided.)
A third factor which reinforces villagers' feelings that they should be
paid for working is the number of government officials they see being paid for
doing very little •
Out of 21 villages in Southern, Kgatleng, Central, arid
Northeast Districts, only 7 were receiving effective services from an AD and
only 5 from an ACDO.
Fourteen were receiving effective services from anFWE.
It must be acknowledged that a person can work very hard and still not be
effective.
But drunkenness on duty is a very different matteir.
Confidentiality prevented detailed descriptions of the behavior of individuals in the
district reports •
However, it can be said here that nota single village
escaped chronic alcoholism, includingdrunkeness·~nduty, from some government
officer, be it ~the hea"dInan, chief, extension worker, or a district official.
In some places chronic alcoholism has reached the proportions o f a public
scandal.
Villagers' complaints about this seem to fallon deaf ears.
Such
experiences cannot help but confirm their belie~ that they ought to be paid
for doing the hard physical labor that most self-help entails.
There seems to be either a reluctance or an inability to remove chronically alcoholic officers from the government services.
In part this seems to
stem from the involved procedures required to prove such a charge.
In part
compassion for the officer's family seems to be involved.
Unfortunately no
such compassion is shown to the villagers, who sometimes suffer severely because of the performance (or nonperformance) of such officers.
There already
exist in Botswana programs and individual councillors for people who havedifficulty with alcohol.
In the interests of both the villagers and the officers
themselves, government should make it a policy to provide this kind of help to
officers who have these difficulties.
As it is, their presence is one> of the
major stumbling blocks to rural development.
A fourth issue involved in self-help is the problem of free riders.
In
many villages it is said that anyone who does not participate in self-help
will be fined, but in practice this never happens.
This issue came to ahead
in one village, .when a VDC tried to prevent a woman from using ahealthpost
built by self-help labor in which she refused to participate •
Government
health workers argued that the service was provided by the government and
all citizens had aright to use it.
The VDCargued that, unless they could
eliminate free riders, no one would turn out for self-help project.
A fifth issue is that the term "Ipelegeng" (self-help) has been applied
loosely to a wide variety ofacti vities ;and projects including Food for Work.
The result has been the dilution of the notion of self-reliance and
voluntarism formerly implicit in the term.

Self-help is an important and integral part of government policywnich
demonstrates and investment by rural people in development activities and
establishes their ongoing commitment to them.
However, the confusion and
alienation described above present a clear danger to this commitment ,and the
present decline in self-help is likely to continue unless firm policy steps
are taken to reverse it.
To this end the following policy recommendations
have been made:
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1) That the term Ipelegeng or self-help be applied only to projects underta"K"en by people either with their own-labor .and~fulor with their
own la~r and with some
all of the capital supplied by government.
[MLGL]

-

--or-

- - --- -- -

-- - -

2) That

--

all levels of public officer avoid the use of Ipelegeng . to de;;;rtbe drought.-relief and labor-intensive publ-rc--wQrks which shoUIdDe
given their owndistinct.ive·Setswana program titles and that this consolidation of policy .·be widely ·publicized. [MLGL]
-_. - - - -

3) The

j

justification·. of ·low wage rates as a

"self-help contribution" be

~ided and that· Zs~d~rate· e~l-to that for labor-intensive
public workS alWayS- be·. used in--COSting comun"itY laimr inputs to calculate the 10 percenGontrlblition.

[MLGLJ

-

--

4) RECC prepare .standard costingsby region for use in these calculations,

to include such . inputs as materials .• (qra8S, -POles,· bricks, etc. ) and
transport. [MLGL]

Empty Villages
For much of the year, · the village is a state· of mind rather that a place
of human activity.
Villages lose population . with seasonal migration to the
lands and cattleposts, · with periodic out:-migrationin response to drought, 21
and with regular out-migration . of the most competent and economically active
young men and women in search of wage employment.
There are three important
issues connected with these phenomena: •.•.•. the immediate effects of out-migration,
the effects of returnees, and the involvement of.· migrants in village development.
The Effects of- out-Mdgration
If this is allowed to go on, the. tribe will gradually die, because
the men who· should build up the tribe are. spending more and more time
in the mines.
-Chief Kgari 1936 (quoted in Schapera 1947a:168).
Beginning in 1868, when diamond mines were opened in Kimberly, Batswana
have left their homes to take up jobs as wage laborers elsewhere. In 1979, 15
percent of the resident-citizen population (21 percent of the labor force) of
Botswana were migrants ·within Botswana.
The rate of out-migration varied,
running as high as 281 per 1, 000 in NortheastDistr~ct. (Kerven 1982:12, 24 .... 25).
The most obvious effect of out-migration is that it removes the most vigorous, most ambitious, and best-educated members of the village. This leaves
as village leaders the old (and often illiterate) men, women who must struggle
against traditional prejudices against their
sex, and a small percentage

21. Larger villages actually experience in-migration in the case of
drought, as they (with their more reliable supply of water) become the cattlepost of last resort.
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of the young male community.
The practical impli'cation of this is that the
leadership pool, with the exception of the women, is not necessarily the best
the community has to offer ,and the development of leadership skills may take
more time and effort than might otherwise be expected.
A second effect is the increasing prevalence of community fora based on
the cash economy--the beer party. The beer party isa place where younger men,
whose earnings fuel these parties, can express opinions and be listened to by
their peers.
Seasonal out-migration to the lands effectively empties the village . of
all but the landless, school-age children and those left behind to care for
them.
At this time of year, organizational activity declines.
Some villages
actually movekgotla meetings to t'he lands during the agricultural season •
. ~his is a good time of year to undertake those activities which most properly
concern groups of neighbors at the lands--discussions of drift fencing, maintenance of lands water points, and so on.
It is important that extension
workers be trained to recognize that some tasks are best. undertaken by these
groups of neighbors.
The current focus on the physical village rather than on
cooperating communities of people tends to obscure this point.
Returnees
It appears that most out-migrants eventually return to. their village of
origin, some after absences of many years.
It is not uncommon to find these
returnees participating in local organizations. The results of this are mixed.
On the one hand, returnees may have experiences which can be utilized by villagers.
They~ayhave developed skills such as bookkeeping or masonry which
are of practical value.
If they have been employed by government, they may
have experience which will be useful in planning village projects.
They may
be acquainted with officers and processes in governmertt which they can use when
the village must deal with outsiders. They may have developed a sophistication
or confidence which will allow them to advocate the village cause effectively
to government officials.
On the other hand, years of absence may mean that
they no longer understand the villagers or their problems.
They may not be
adequately informed about the intricacies of customary law and procedure.
In
some villages, there were strong complaints about returnee headmen who»did not
know customary law and were unfamiliar with the traditional village organizations.
The returnees have always considered the village as their.· place, but both
they and the places have changed in their absence, sometimes causingconsiderable problems of mutual adjustment.
Involvement of Migrants
Not only do migrants consider the village their place , but villagers
consider their absent sons and daughters to have an obligation to the place.
Sometimes the two sets of interest coincide and all is well. Villages (generally throughtheVDC) may appeal to migrants for funds and receive a favorable
reply.
Migrants may organize to support a village project--raising funds and
lobbying the appropriate agencies. But on other occasions, these relationships
are full of tension.
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It is sometimes the case that villagers see migrants simply as sources of
cash. They are expect.edtoma.ke their contriblltions .. and let the villagers ~et
on with it.
The problem . arises when migrants wish to have a say in village
affairs and the use of their cash •
In one case a group of migrants, after
several clashes with theVDC ,has simply undert.aken its own project in the
village.
The problem of a. satisfactory organization of migrant contributions to
and involvement in village . affairs is likely to increase in the future.
For
one thing, since independence the number of migrants who are government officials or highly educated has. steadily increased.
Such'people often (sometimes
rightly) think that they have .a better understanding of what sort of expenditure will most benefit the village.
They are also likely to be loathe to
contribute money without some financial accountability.
Villagers, on the
other hand, are likely to feel ( ofiten rightly) that those who have left no
longer have a complete-, understanding. of,-villageproblems, particularly the
problems of the poor.
There . may also> ·be suspicions (sometimes correct) that
migrants are attempting. to manipulate the village to their own advantage. Most
migrants, of course, "are unable to participate .in the village on a sustained
basis.
Many come home < only, at Christmas and Easter or a few other holidays.
Students may be home for longer periods during their long vacati.ons aswell.Migrants have much to contribute in the form of cash, contacts, experience, and ideas.
A structure for channeling these contributions into the
villages which leaves both' sides satisfied needs to be set up.
In some areas,
orga~izations of migrants have sprung up.
If ongoing consultation between
migrants and villagers can be established, mutual understanding and benefit
may result.
Such groups might funct-ion asa subcommittee of the VDC.
Under
no circumstances should they'go it alone, for such actions create divisiveness.
Certainly under no circumstance should government officials approve projects
of such groups without community consent . and participation.
Such groups need
to think long and hard about the problem of bUilding community capacity and the
long-term commitments this involves.
This is an area which should be consid.ered in the training and job description of AeDOs.

Participation by Women
Historically women' s public rblehas been restricted.
We have already
seen that their participation in kgotlahasbeenapost-independence phenome~
non.
Gunderson (1971:81) reports women's regiments to have been involved
torically in hut-building and beer-making.
Similarly, Kuper ( 1970 : 118)
in the mid-1960s that women were occasionally involved in self-help, doing
"female" jobs such as thatching 22 or hut-building.
In general, women still
are essentially excluded from the politico-jural sphere (Kuper 1970: 106-107;
Molenar 1980: 21; Uhlenbeck and Kock~n 1980 :68), generally depending on male
relations to represent them when such need arises.

22 •

jobs.

It . should be noted that certain types.· of thatching are considered male
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In other spheres , however, women' s participation has risen .\vhen a CODEC
team' toured Northeast District in 1973 to discuss forming cooperatives, 46
percent of those attending meetings were women, even though they arenottraditionallyinvolved in cattle production.
(The range in individual'villages
was from Oto76percent.)
Isaksen et ale (1980:34) found that'most self-help
labor associated with LG17 was done by women. Kooijman (1978:75) found in 1972
that the VOC chair in Bokaa .was held by a woman and that half the committee
members were women.
She noted that men in the village did not approve and
attributed this state of affairs to the fact that women voted for each other
and that there were many more women in the village than·· men. Many of the small
committees in the village, she found, were also headed by women.
The figures in table 13 are based on three months of fieldwork in seven
villages in Central and Northeast Districts.
Three things should be noted.
First, women formed a substantial percentage of the attendance and speakers,
even at the kgotla, where traditional norms and sanctions stillserve.(to some
extent to exclude and silence them.
Second,' their participation inorganizations to which they must be elected by others is also reasonably high. Third,
their active participation (as measured, admittedly crudely, by their speaking)
is greater in the modern organizations, particularly specialinterestorganizations. Women were often found to be the mainstay of social welfareorganizations as well as their own women "s clubs.
Women were less often found in
positions of authority in the VDC or Farmers Committees, although it was not
unknown.
F'WEs are o,ften active participants in village organizations and thus
provide an example of women 's abilities to assume thes,e roles.
Although women's participation is sometimes hampered by traditional notions that a woman must have her husband I s permission for her every action,
ultimately women must be the backbone of local institutions.
It is they who
are in the village on a more or less continuous basis.
It is they who have
the understanding and many of the skills which will keep these institutions
functioning.
A major role of the ACDO must beta provide them with any
additional skills they may need.
Resource Management 23
Although formal control of resource allocation, management, and use is
vested outside the village, Villages and villagers still undertake resource
management.
This occurs individually through customary courts and through
group efforts.
Individual households make resource-management decisions regularly in the
course of the agricultural year. They decide whether to plow or not, when to
move their livestock to better grazing and where, and so on.
("Wherenis a
decision that is sometimes the product of historical circumstance, which
determines which areas may be grazed by wh'ichpeople.)
Similarly they may
move from water point to water point, saving one for later use.
In many ways,
use is a form of management--the·resource is used in a way that ensures that

23.

This topic is covered in greater detail and depth in Brown 1983.
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TABLE 13

Women • s Participation··. in Village Organizations

VILLAGE

KGOTLA
Average %
Average %

Attendance

1

40

a

Speakers

VDC
Average %
Attendance

oa

2

32

31

27

3

50

24

45

4

24

10

5

52

44

6

53

35

7

SOURCE:

52

Average %
Speakers

OTHER MODERN
ORGANIZATIONS
Average %
Average %
Attendance Speakers

50

a

42

42 (33)c

54
87

l3

a

20

36
b

4

45

48

19

78

63

49

49

c

46 (41) c

41

58

29
45

Based on data from Northeast and Central Districts.

a One meeting only.
b Two meetings; one to recruit women for hand-stamping had an attendance
of 99 women out of 107.
c Number in parentheses is the percent of women attending those • • meetings
for which the percentage of women who spoke is·known.

it can continue to be used.
Individuals. are not totally without influence
vis-a.-vis land boards.
Individual requests may. change the pattern of and use
in an area. The ~andboard may, for example, approve a series of requests for
land, the cumulative effect of which is to transform a grazing area to a plowing area.
Self-allocations, in which individuals simply appropriate land for
themselves, can have the same effect.
While self-allocations are illegal, the
poor quality of land boards 'record keeping/and the relative infrequency of
their field visits both cause and allow self-allocation to go on.
This is a
clear example of the limits of government penetration of the countryside.
In an area of transition, the decision of the. customary court over cropdamage cases will indicate the community perception (or at least the perception
of traditional leaders) of which way the land-use balance is shifting.
The
jurisdiction of customary courts over such. cases is another route of community
influence over resource management and land-use planning.
If a field is in
what is considered a grazing area, the onus is on the field-owner to protect
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the crops against cattle damage, such protection generally taking the form of
a stout fence.
Finally, people may form themselves into groups that make decisions about
resources.
The three most common resource groups are fencing groups, dam
groups, and borehole syndicates.
The decision-making powers of such groups
are structures restricted by the allocation powers of land boards • For exampIe, neither a borehole nor a drift fence can be constructed without land board
permission.
Such groups are often successful in mobilizing cash or labor for
resource-management activities. These groups have the greatest potential when
they represent the/entire community of users.
Resource....management groups are often unsuccessful when they ·tryto exclude other would-be users, unless they are recognized as having legitimate,
exclusive cOitrol over the resource in question. The attempt of government to
legislate or decree such control (as in the case of dam groups) has not been
successful.
Another weakness of such groups (and of entire communities that
try to limit resources use) is. their lack of enforcement powers and the lack
of enforcement powers in the bodies above them: the Land Boards and the Agricultural Res.ourceBoard are, in fact, toothless. Thus, those who wish to ride
roughshod over resource-management efforts can generally do sOvlith impunity.
A final and major problem in community-based resource management is what
might be called the "hollow middle." Under the traditional political and administrative system, specific lands and graziIlg areas were attached to specific
villages and even specific wards. The line of authority over these areas was,
for the most part, clear.
Today, however, lands and cattlepostareas are occupied by people not just from different wards but from different villages ,
or, in some cases, districts. Since the entire politico-administrative system
is village-based, there is no coherent line of authority over these areas of
mixed inhabitants.
While in theory the Land Board has jurisdiction over the
land-use planning and management of such areas , and the LUPAG has advisory
powers, in practice they have no effective authority.
Since resource management must often encompass a fairly large area in order to be effective, it is
essential that the gap in supravillageaaministration be filled.

It is clear in this regard that intervillage links need to be strengthened.
The only multivillage organizations we found were cooperatives.
That
is not to say that other cooperation does not occur. One of the most prevalent
forms of such cooperation occurs with the construction of drift fences.
Cooperation in such endeavors appears to be solicited in two ways.
bne is an ad
hoc approach to the headman involved, perhaps by the AD.
Cooperation is requested and generally given for the particular project. In other cases, groups
of neighbors on the line of fence cooperate in its construction, as they do in
other acts of neighborliness regardless of their village of origin.
In these
cases, the intervillage neighborhoods, not the villages themselves, are the
important units.
The same principles for success apply to intervi~lage cooperation as apply
to other groups ende.avors--mutual benefit, mutual obligation, a benefit of
clear importance to all.
Because of the seasonal reconstitution of villages
and groups of neighbors, there is probably no point in trying at present tOo
formalize these links •
Rather, the ad hoc approach of working directly with
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those concerned, while observing the necessary formalities of consulting with
headmen, is probably the most fruitful.
Once the habit of cooperating successfully has been established, more fqrmalstructuresmay be desirable.
But to
start with these structures is to establish just one more organization without
a function.
The factors that hinder intervillage cooperation should be considered.
Historical factors are important.
Some chiefs or headmen are considered by
others to have imperial designs an their villages • There may be a history of
squabbles, or one village may have actually . broken away from another.
Ethnic
differences may cause stress'.
The chances for cooperation are significantly
reduced in resource-short situations. This involves both conflicting land-use
practices and 'conflicting land claims.
The expansion afone village Islands
area into the grazing area of another can cause endless conf.lict. Or , as land
becomes short and the residents of both villag€jSclaim the same lands area,
great bitterness can result.
Similar conflicts have· arisen over the use of
water points.
Single legal control over land and water resources has been
given to the LandBoards:they.haveth.e. responsibility to arbitrate and settle
such disputes.
However,· few. Land •Boards cope successfully with their normal
workload, let alone the . extra burden of .arbitration. Even the intervention of·
such a person as the district commissioner may be unsuccessful.
It must be
squarely faced that in some areas there is not enough land and that, no matter
how successful the arbitration, someone .is going to lose.
In such cases, the
only apparent solution is to create economic alternatives which do· not require
the resource under dispute.
The Financial Assistance Program, which funds
business enterprises, is one step toward this.
Finally, intervillage cooperation would be aided by a shift in government
thinking and planning to an area basis. The obvious keyto·this is the extension worker. Many extension workers cover more than one village. If extension
districts are redefined, so that the sarneteamof workers covers the< same village, this team could begin to think on an area rather than a village basis.
The establishment of area extension teams would not only cut down on repetitive
meetings but might facilitate area-wide thinking.

.

I

Chapter 7
SOME CONCLUDING .·THOUGHTS

The local level in Botswana is characterized by a great deal of organizational activity exhibiting varying degrees' of formality, permanence, and
e'ffectiveness.
There is •no question in the mind of this writer that there
exists at the village level the . skill and organizational capacity to allow
local-level institutions toassume>amajor role in bringing about self-sustaining development. The.re are, to be .•. sure·, areas in which such organizations
need assistance and support--the .use and maintenance of financial records being
the most obvious.
But the basic strength is. there.
In addition to the more
specific recommendations made to government, there are four more general areas
of concern which should be considered.
Accountability and Authority
These are the sine qua non of effective local organizations.
Without
them the present low levels of activity which characterize many local institutions may be expected to continue or even worsen.
Accountability must operate both ways from local institutions.
First,
they must be accountable to their members and their wider constituency in cases
of representative organizations such as <the Voc.
Financial accountability and
problems of criminal malfeasance are the most obvious and sorest points. Those
who misuse public funds or public goods must be brought to justice.
Accountability on the part of these organizations also involves being
somehow subject to social control by villagers. While, in theory, the elected
members and officers of most organizations can be removed in new elections, in
practice this process is not- very well understood. The roles of various institutions and their members need to be more clearly defined, so that traditional
methods of shaming and hqlding the officeholder .to .account inkgotla might be
employed.
At present this is rarely done, as few if any (including officers
and organization members) -know what they should be· do.ing in any event.
Thus~ many organizations have,
in effect,' no constituency, having been
elected as much out of politeness to some. visiting government official as for
any other reason. The.·lack of a constituency . • means that these "leaders" have
no followers.
Hence' they are unlikely to.beeffectivein any of the traditional roles--brokering between village and government, communicating upward
and downward, mobilizing people, soliciting contributions, and so on.
It is
probably not too much of an 'exaggeration to say that those leaders who truly
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have followers--the traditional leaders--have weak links to government, and
those with strong links (councillors, MPs) have few followers.
Many VOCleaders are weak on both sets of linkages.
The question of the accountability of higher levels of government to these
organizations is, of course, bound up with questions of authority. Most local
institutions can be described only as powerless. To be sure, their opinion is
asked on various issues and they may even make a decision or two.
But (as
demonstrated in the approval of drought-relief or AEIOprojects, among numerous
other examples) , the real decisions, the decisions that actuallyaffectlive.s,
are made at the higher levels of government. Villagers' manifest lack of enthusiasm for relatively trivial levels of decision-making is understandable.
It is necessary to transfer real power to local-level institutions. This
will necessitate providing such institutions with the legal power to raise
revenue, incur expenditure, and en~orcetheir decisions. They will, of course,
make some bad decisions • However, it seems pointless to reserve the right to
make bad decisions to national and district levels of government.
Second, national and district-level institutions must become accountable
to local-level institutions for some actions and decisions.
There will almost
inevitably be conflict between local priorities and wishes and thoseofacentralgovernmentwhich must allocate scarce resources among many often equally
legitimate and important claimants.
When this takes place in the context of
the development process, the conflicts may be starker, more intense.
Recognizing the inevitability of such conflict, it is still necessary for higher
levels of government to .be more responsive to village concerns.
Villages
should have the right to say "no" to the government: to reject the initiation
of unsuitable projects, to refuse to allow their local institutions--including
thekgotla--to be

used or misused

by

government

officials,

and to

question

the behavior and demand the removal of government officials whose behavior
and/or performance in their village is unacceptable or unsatisfactory.
Further, government officials should ·be required to explain to villagers those
decisions with which the latter are unhappy.
Such a process should result in
increasing the amount of information available to villagers.
A good rule ofthwnb in these processes (which are bound to cause a certain amount of unhappiness on both sides) is that, if a government official
attributes the villagers' opposition to their .···'backwardness" or II ignorance, II
there is avery good chance it is the official who is wrong.

The Endurance of Traditional Institutions
Despite the many laws and other actions of central government which have
reduced the authority of the chiefs and the kgotla, traditional institutions
continue to function.
The old men continue to gather in thekgotla,evenon
cold winter mornings when fires are kept burning.
The kgotla (and in sonte
cases ward kgotlas) continue to be the tribunal of first resort for most
disputes. It is to thekgotla that outsiders come with their messages.

the

Thus, despite neglect and, in some instances, outright undermining,
Its survival under these circumstances
kgotla continues to survive.
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indicates an underlying strength which should.·.be utilized, not wasted. Unfortunately, the kgotla has tended to be considered in two conflicting and
equally unrealis~ic ways.
The first view is to assume that the· kgotla is outmoded, unrepresenta-<.
tive, and of no use to development.
While the kgotla system is in some ways
outmoded and unrepresentative, it remains the single local institution through
which village-wide communication can take place and the sole institution which
can confer legitimacy on ·others.
These are not qualities which should be
tossed aside lightly, whatever. the other shortcomings of the institution.
It
should, of course, be noted that there are pressures for change (and there has
already been change) within the system itself and that some of the resistance
to this change will literally die out with the older generation.
The second, rather romantic view is linked to the myth of the If Golden Age
of Traditional· Authority. II
Proponents of this view believe that the kgotla
can reassume its old functions as well as undertake new and complicattedprojects.
There is . • . no....•• surer way. to undermine the kgotla than to heap on it
projects it is not structurally equipped to undertake.
The endurance of>traditional institutions should be recognized a$ a positive factor in communal area development.

The Question of Spatial units and Human Communities
When local institutions are spoken of, many people automatically think of
"the village" and then, sometimes, as an afterthought nand its lands and cattleposts. n At· least p~rt of the problem of the development and functioning of
local institutions. flows from this restricted spatial focus.
To begin, a spatial unit is not necessarily identical with functioning
human communities. Thus kin groups undertake certain functions; wards, othersi
and groups of neighbors at the lands, yet others.
In some cases a spatial
unit--say, for example, a village in the winter--issynonymous with a human
community.
But a lands area in the nonagricultural season is a spatial unit
largely, if not entirely, lacking a human community.
It must be recognized that individuals and households may belong to several different communities in all of which they have certain rights and obligations.
For example, the members of a single and integrated village ward may
plow in a number of different lands areas, . where. they and their neighbors
each place will function as a small community for the agricultural seaso·n.
Thus the composition of the human community in a given spatial unit changes
throughout the year, as will ·themembership of .a given individual in communities and institutions in different places overtime.
If development of local institutions is to be effective, those who work
with them must learn to identify these human communities,where they are, when
they are there, and what they do.
In this . way,· the focus should shift from
places to people.
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The Question of Politics
Many of the problems of authority and accountability described above are
ultimately political problems. These are of two basic types: a lack of political will, and a weakening of the political process.
The question of political will arises most vividly and most critically in
the area of resource management. There is, in the legislation of Botswana, the
authority for various bodies to undertake strict measures to manage resources
and conserve the environment.
This authority has never been used.
In every
district, there are ravaged areas of landscape which speak eloquently of the
lack of political will to use the legislation which might have kept them part
of Botswana's productive resource base.
Resource management in a fragile semiarid environment is a difficult
technical matter under the best of circumstances.
Some of the institutional
structures (or lack of them) in the communal areas make the task even more
difficult.
But where communities have tried to undertake resource management
on their own, they have not infrequently failed for lack of official will to
help them enforce their decisions, particularly against large and influential
cattleowners.
This is clearly a situation which does not bode well for sustaining the natural resource base, since present policy works to the benefit
of the wealthier parts of the cattle industry against the interests of the
community as a whole.
The sec,ond problem lies in actions which in some places have made the
political process and the political structure essentially meaningless.
The
problem of the lack of constituencies both for politicians and fornonpolitical organizations was mentioned above. This is serious because electedrepresentatives should constitute an orderly channel through which the concerns of
the people can be expressed to the government.
Perhaps more serious than this. vacuum is the situation in which people
have expressed their concerns to the government through a free and democratic
political process and that expression has been subverted.
In November 1969, the Minister of Local Government and Lands spoke on the
radio to the nation as follows:
Government in order to strengthen a number of Councils decided to appoint
more nominated Councillors than were appointed in 1966.
In most cases
these extra nominations do not affect control of the Council.
In two
cases they do • • • the Government recognises a clear duty to achieve its
development objectives in the interests of Botswana as a whole.
This
means that we must prevent a situation rising in which the Francistown
Town Council and the North East District Council are controlled by a
Party, whose representatives have shown themselves barren of constructive
proposals forfmproving our future.
• It is, of course, regrettable
that we have been obliged to make a decision which falls short of the
ideals we have set ourselves to achieve in promoting local democracy.
The choice of Councillors made by the voters in one area clashes with the

expressed desire of the nation as a whole.
In such a situation the national interest must prevail, and powers .. which are provided for by law
duly exercised (Daily News, 10 November 1969).
In the areas where it has taken place, this action has severe·ly weakened
the democratic process. The same issues of accountability and authority, which
were raised above, must be applied here.
Their lack has left ii legacy of, cynicism and bitterness where the political will of the people has been flouted.
In the end, local institutions can assume their proper role in undertaking
communal area development only if they trust and ·respect, and are trusted and
respected by, government.
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IJE:1.\I:M\N

<D.ICILT.DR

<n.7ER\HNr

I

4-B

15

14

10

X.

X

I

4-B

10

7

6

X

X

1

KgJtla

26

17

14

X

X

2

~

-8

3

2

X

2

F~sheries

Group

5

6

2

X

2

Fisheries Group

12

9

4

X

2

B:W

'1

6

1

X

2

:s::=w

1

7

2

X

X

2

:EnV

0

2

X

X

2

()::)qJerative

X

X

X

2

Fencing Group

2

Kgotla

102

47

29

X

X

X

2

Kgotla

92

46

27

X

X

X

2

Fanners

9

1

2

2

Fanner I

11

4

3

X

3

Kgotla

22

24

7

X

3

Kgotla

19

9

4

X

3

Kgotla

53

64

17

X

X

X

X

OC,

3

~

23

17

6

X

X

X

X

RIO

carm.
S carm.

102

102

12

40

X

2

X

X

X

X

X

Fisheries
-.....J
-.....J

AEO

X

AEO
X

X

X

,x
X

cs,

Min., MP

[continued]
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\7IU.1-\GE:

QR;AN'IZAT!CN

l£N

w::MfN

PEICENl'
PCRlIATIcW- AD

ACOO

Em

:HEAD
'lEPCHER

3

I<got.1a

15

18

3

KgX.la

13

15

4

3

all.vi.l1age·ccmn:i.ttees

11

12

3

3

VOC

5

5

1

3

vr:c

5

2

1

3

vr:c

5

-5

1

3

VIl::

3

4

1

3

VOC

8

5

2

X

X

X

3

SU/VIC

7

8

2

X

X

X

3

ffiC,!\7IX:

7

4

2

X

X

X

3

B:W~

0

9

1

3

b
Lands· Health.Post

6

26

5

3

rands

6

20

4

3

C011Sl.1lrer I sCo-cp

5

31

5

4

KgX.1a

II

4

KgX.la

21

4

KgX.la

4

I<got.1a

Healtlpostb

CE'Nl'RAI/DIS1'RIcr
HE.l\IM\N

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

national officer

X

X

X

2

7

X

5

2

2

X

15

4

6

X

22

4

KgX.la

19

14

II

4

KgX.la

21

14

12

4

vr:c/PrA

8

4

4

4

vrc

10

9

6

1

-...J
00

s::IX)

X

I<got.1a

~

:r..a]x)r . Office

X

4

4

CCl.ICIIl.DR

8

X

RJad Co. rep.

Drooght:.-Ielief Can.

E&A

X

X

land Ib3.rd, IJ.rH>

X

X

~&A

MFA

X

X

X

E
MP

X

X

A
X
X

PER::EN1'
~

C>IGANI2'ATICN

!-EN

lO£N

PCPOIATIaF AD

HFAD
1COO

Em

'IFACHER

CENl'RAt/'DIsrRrCl'
Ga1E1Dt!Nl.'

HFAI:Jt1AN

CXIl\CIUDR

A
X

Drought.-Ielief Can.

X

0

A
MP

X

X

5

Kgotla

12

20

9

X

X

S

Kgotla

15

34

14

X

X

5

Kgotla

9

7

4

X

5

Kgot:.la

38

50

25

X

5

Kgot:.la

18

12

9

5

Kgotla

19

10

8

5

KgJtla

30

40

20

5

Kgotla

20

15

10

5

Kgotla

30

16

13

X

X

5

Kgot:.la

9

15

7

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

E
MP

X

IXD

X

I.aOOr officers
s:IX),

Nursing Sisters

5
5

9

8

4

7

4

5
5

X

X

X

-X

4

X

X

X

8

5

3

X

X

X

X
X

5

PrA

6

9

4

X

X

X

5

PI'A

5

5

3

X

X

X
.....

5

PrA

5

6

3

6

Kgotla

67

113

30

X

X

X

6

Kgotla

36

42

13

X

6

Kgotla

12

6

Kgotla

70

2

75

24

X

6

Kgot:.la

32

20

9

X

6

Kgotla

19

12

5

X

X

P

X

~

X

~

X

XE&A

X

~&A

MP
RIO

X

[<XXJt:i.nlEd]

-....J
\.0

PER:ENr
~

CllGANI2ATICN

youth Pally

6

Ad-Hoc

K!:N

~

PCRlLATIcNl

9

6

2

HFAD
AD

K]X)

Em

~R

X

HE'AI:MAN

CXlJOCIUlR

X

XE

XE

...

carro.

CENrRAI/DISl'RIC1'
Ga1ERMNl'

6

youth Pally
Ad-Hoc carro.

13

7

3

X

7

Kgot1a

52

77

32

X

7

KgOCla

29

43

18

7

KgOCla

22

24

11

7

KgOCla

25

15

10

X

MP

7

Kgot1a

25

8

8

X

MFDP

7

vrc

8

99

27

7

vr:c

8

4

3

7

Youth Association

.4

1

1

X

'7

Youth Association

2

7

2

X

10

13

6

X

all cann.ittees

&IJR:E:

~sed

X

X
X

X

X

on da.ta fran Central and Northeast. Districts.

Organizational rase· is one lands area cnly, thus this· tu.rro.It is quite gxx1.

E

= elocted.

A

= apIOinted.

A
X

ocro,MPA
E

2 Ca.mcil officials

a Assurres that one-third of the village IXPulation is carprised of adults.
b

X

X

X

X

X

A

X
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TABLE A-2

Composition of Modern Organizations in Villagel

RECORDED
TOTAL

ORGANIZATION

MEMBERSHIP

OFFICERS

Average
Age

OTHER MEMBERS

Average
Education
(years)

Women
(%)

7

o

VDC

21

PTA

13

50

VHC

10

60

4-B

89

Social
Welfare
Committee

12

20·

BCW

36

80

108

a

Jibui
Fencing
Group

60

o

Ruthuwe
Fencing
Group

19

33

Godika
Borehole
Syndicate

13

o

6

o

Co-op

Livestock
Management
Group

- Information not available.

9

Average
Age

Average
Education
(years)

Women
(%)
13

80

60

25

6

94

o

25

TABLE A-3
Composition of Modern Organizations in Village 2

ORGANIZATION

RECORDED
TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP

VDC

10

VHC

11

4-B

11

BCW

Average
Age

48

OFFICERS
Average
Education
(years)

5

Women
(% )

0

OTHER MEMBERS
Average
Average
Age
Education Women
(years)
(% )
63

0

0

44

2

36

16

7

60

15

36

3

94

Independence
Committee

11

44

1

54

New
Fisheries

24

Farmers
Committtee

12

54

1

17

Machana

53

54

1

27

7

83

25

46

3

0

Fe~cing

Group
Setato
Borehole
Syndicate

j

5

- Information not available.

84

TABLE A-4
Composition of Modern Organizations in Village 3

ORGANIZATION

RECORDED
TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP

Average
Age

VDC

9

50

PTA

9

OFFICERS
Average
Education
(years)

Women
(% )

OTHER MEMBERS
Average
Average
Education Women
Age
(years)
(%)

43

60

0

48

50

48

60

12

35

33

Social
Health
Committee

9

53

50

60

Marketing
Society

88

13

50

Dip
Association

40

58

Consumers
Cooperative
Society

183

46

A Re Gatelenga

4

6

0

78

- Information not available.

a. A Re Gateleng is a subcommittee of the VDC composed of villagers
presently living in urban areas.

TABLEA-5

Composition of Modern Organizations in Village 4

RECORDED
TOTAL

ORGANIZATION

MEMBERSHIP

Average
Age

OFFICERS
Average
Education
(years)

Women
( %)

OTHER MEMBERS
Average
Average
Age
Education Women
(years)
(% )

VDC

10

35

6

0

45

6

37

PTA

16

41

2

33

33

9

54

5

60

50

0

30

Health
and Social
Welfare
Committee

7

External
Advisory
Committee

15

BCW

21

46

3

86

4-B

19

16

7

79

Scripture
Union

20

18

8

65

17

-Informationnot available.

9

100

86

TABLE A-6
Composition of Modern Organizations in Village 5

ORGANIZATION

RECORDED
TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP

Average
Age

OFFICERS
Average
Education
(years)

Women
(% )

VDC

2

45

5

0

PTA

4

·45

8

0

Social*
Welfare
Commi.ttee

2

39

3

100

Women's*
Club

3

56

2

100

- Information not available.

*

Defunct; no apparent activity since 1981.

OTHER MEMBERS
Average
Average
Age
Education Women
(years)
(% )

0
38

"

9

0

0

0

87

TABLE ·A-7
Composition of Modern Organizations in Village 6

RECORDED
ORGANIZATION

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP

Average
Age

OFFICERS
Average
Education
(years.)

OTHE'R MEMBERS

Women
(%)

Average
Age

Average
Education
(years)

Women
(%)

VDC

19

60

7

PTA

13

20

37

Social
Welfare
Club

10

75

83

Farmers
Committee

10

- Information not available.

4

20

A

o

88

TABLE A-a
Composition of Modern Organizations in Village 7

- Information not available.
Defunct;
activity.

no

meetings

held

during

research

period;

no

obvious

recent

89
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